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AGREEMENT FOR THE LEASE OF SPACE SEGMENT CAPACITY ON 

ISRO/ANTRIX S-BAND SPACECRAFT BY DEVAS MULTIMEDIA PVT. LTD. 

This Agreement No. ANTX/203/DEVAS/2D05 Is entered into on this twenty eighth_day of January 

2005 by and between ANTRIX CORPORATION LIMITED having its registered office at Antariksh 

Shaven, near New BEL Road, Bangalore 560 094 acting through and represented by the Executive 

Director, hereinafter referred to as "ANTRIX" (which expression shall unless excluded by or repugnant 

to the context be deemed to Include its legal representatives, successors In-interest and assigns) of 

the ONE PART 

AND 

DEVAS MULTIMEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, INDIA, an Indian Company having Its registered Office at 
102, Eden Park, 20, Vittal Mallya Road, Bangalore 560 001, India hereinafter referred to as 'DEVAS' 
(which expression shall unless excluded by or repugnant to the context be deemed to Include its legal 
representatives, successors In-Interest and assigns) of the OTHER PART; 

Eachof ANTRIX and DEVAS being referred to as a Party and collectively referred to as Parties 

Recitals 

WHEREAS Indian Space Research Organization (ISR0), under Department of Space, Government of 
India (DOS), is a pioneer in the satellite industry with a portfolio of satellite products and services, 
international experience in satellite manufacturing and launch program management expertise, and 
satellite network expertise. 

WHEREAS ANTRIX Is a marketing arm of Department of Space and is the entity through which ISRO 
engages in commercial activities 

WHEREAS, DEVAS is developing a platform capable of delivering multimedia and information 
services via satellite and terrestrial systems to mobile receivers, tailored to the needs of various 
market segments. 

WHEREAS, DEVAS has requested from ANTRIX space segment capacity for the purpose of offering 
a S-DMB service, a new digital multimedia and information service, Including but not limited to audio 
and video content and information and interactive services, across India that will be delivered via 
satellite and terrestrial systems via fixed, portable, and mobile receivers including mobile phones, 
mobile video/audio receivers for vehicles, etc. ('Devas Services"). 

WHEREAS, ANTRIX has agreed to the request of DEVAS and has decided to make available to 
DEVAS, on a lease basis, part of a space segment capacity on Primary Satellite 1 (`PS1') and an 
option to gain additional capacity on Primary Satellite 2 ('PS2") to be manufactured for similar 
services without any Immediate backup (unless otherwise specified herein) in the S-Band, for such 

tItrpose under appropriate terms and conditions. 

EREAS ANTRIX and DEVAS understand and accept that they will collaborate to build, launch and 
operate Satellite(s) and the Devas Services, arid recognize that enabling the Devas Services and 
activities related thereto requires execution of interdependent technical and business activities. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these promises and of the mutual promises and covenants 
contained herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which 
are hereby acknowledged the Parties hereto agree as follows 
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Article 1. Definitions 

The capitalized terms used herein, shah unless expressly defined herein, bear the meaning set down 

in Annexure I hereto. 

Articte 2. The Leased Capacity 

In accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, ANTRIX shall lease to DEVAS and 
DEVAS accepts such lease of 5 (five) C X S transponders each of 8.1 MHz capacity and 5 (five) S X 
C transponders, each of 2.7 MHz capacity on the Primary Satellite 1 (PS1) with technical performance 
and other specifications defined in Exhibit A, and/or any other available capacity as provided and/or 
mutually agreed to by the Parties in writing (hereinafter the "Leased Capacity"). DEVAS and ANTRIX 
agree that the Leased Capacity shall be utilized ri accordance with this Agreement and its Exhibits. 
ANTRIX agrees that the Leased Capacity shall be a Non-Preemptible service, except as specifically 
provided for in Article 7. 

Article 3. Period of Lease and Terms & Conditions 

a. The Leased Capacity shah be made available by ANTRIX to DEVAS on a 24-hour, seven-day-
per-week basis for the Lease Period which shall be twelve (12) years commencing as set forth in 
subparagraph (b) below, and extended as provided in Article 3 (1)below or as mutually agreed to 
in writing by the Parties ("Lease Period"). 

b. ANTRIX shall deliver the Leased Capacity to DEVAS from a fully operational and ready PS1 
within 30 months, with a further Grace Period of 6 months, (I.e. total of 36 months, the "Delivery 
Period') of the date of the first payment of an Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee as provided in 
Exhibit B, Inclusive of in-orbit testing and verification by DEVAS ("Delivery). Delivery shall be 
deemed to have taken place only after completion of all In-orbit acceptance testing by ANTRIX 
and DEVAS has formally accepted the same by way of a notice In writing to ANTRIX provided that 
DEVAS shall not unduly delay such acceptance. The Lease Period shall be deemed to 
commence upon Delivery ("Commencement Date ). in the event that ANTRIX determines that it 
will not be able to provide the Leased Capacity from a fully operational and ready PS1 within the 
Delivery Period, it shall by way of a notice at least 6 months prior to the end of such Delivery 
Period notify DEVAS of the proposed new Delivery date. Notwithstanding any extension of the 
Commencement Date, in the event that ANTRIX fails to deliver the Leased Capacity from a fully 
operational and ready PS1 within the Delivery Period, ANTRIX shall be liable to pay the Delayed 
Delivery Penalty set down in Exhibit 13 and in the event that ANTRIX delivers the Leased Capacity 
from a fully operational and ready PS1 prior to the Delivery Period, DEVAS shall be liable to pay 
the Early Delivery incentive set down in Exhibit B. 

c. ANTRIX shall be responsible for obtaining all necessary Governmental and Regulatory Approvals 
relating to orbital slot and frequency clearances, and funding for the satellite to facilitate DEVAS 
services. Further, ANTRIX shall provide appropriate technical assistance to DEVAS on a best 
effort basis for obtaining ►equired operating licenses and Regulatory Approvals from various 
ministries so as to deliver DEVAS services via satellite and terrestrial networks. However the cost 
of obtaining such approvals shall be borne by DEVAS. 
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d. ANTRIX shall insure PS1 and provide Re-launch Guarantee for the launch vehicle service for 
PS1. ANTRIX shall Insure in-orbit operations of PS-1 as specified in Exhibit-B. 

For PS2, DEVAS shall have option to Insure risks of failure during launch and in-orbit 
operations and shad be responsible for meeting any cost of insurance both during launch and 
in-orbit operations. However, ANTRIX will provide Re-launch Guarantee for the launch vehicle 
service of PS2 only In case the launch of PS1 is successful. ANTRIX's obligation to provide 
lease service from any replacement satellite for PS2, in case of launch or total satellite 
failures, is contingent upon DEVAS having exercised the option to Insure relevant risks and 
having met the costs of Insurance for PS2. 

e. The Parties agree and confirm that a part of PS1, as mutually agreed in writing, such agreement 
by DEVAS not to be unreasonably withheld, shall be used by ISRO for its own purposes, provided 
such usage does not Interfere or compete in any way with the DEVAS Services. 

f. The Parties agree that Leased Capacity on all spacecraft leased to DEVAS shall comply with 
technical and general requirements specified in Exhibit A which shall be jointly reviewed and 
agreed in writing prior to the date on which this agreement becomes effective as per Article 27. 

ANTRIX shall maintain regular reports on progress, major milestones, delays, criticalities, and 
Counter actions. ANTRIX shall provide DEVAS an opportunity to review these reports_ Further, 
ANTRIX shall maintain technological visibility and Involve DEVAS or its nominated personnel in 
design reviews of PS1, PS2, Replacement Satellite, and/or Additional Satellites to ensure 
compatibility between the satellite(s) and the ground system. DEVAS agrees to provide necessary 
Information in order to assess and ensure necessary compatibility. ANTRIX and DEVAS shall 
mutually agree to the frequency and timing of such reviews. 

h. A team from DEVAS, nominated by DEVAS and agreed to by the Parties, shall be permitted to 
enter ANTRIX locations (except classified areas), for project monitoring and coordination and 
ANTRIX agrees that it shall provide project office space for 3-5 DEVAS employees and/or 
contractors. The operation cost of the usage of such office utilities as provided by ANTRIX and 
the living cost for the deputed personnel from DEVAS shall be borne by DEVAS. 

i. The Parties agree that post launch of the satellites in orbit, ANTRIX shall provide DEVAS monthly 
performance reports of the performance of the satellites for the first six months and quarterly 
reports thereafter. 

ANTRIX agrees that to the best possible extent, it will lease to DEVAS Additional Satellite 
Capacity above and beyond PS2 and spares and frequencies associated to the Additional 
Satellite Capacity to enhance Devas Services features based upon mutually agreed terms and 
conditions of a lease arrangement which will be negotiated and signed by the Parties at least 
three years prior to the actual requirement date of the fresh lease services, provided that ANTRIX 
shall obtain all necessary Governmental and Regulatory Approvals relating to orbital resources, 
frequency clearance, investment feasibility and funding for the satellite Including but not limited to 
ITU (International Telecommunication Union) coordinated orbital slot, frequency allocation and 
related approvals for all matters covered In Artide 3 (c). Further, ii ANTRIX cannot fulfill the needs 
of DEVAS for Additional Satellite Capacity, DEVAS may seek the support of ANTRIX to procure 
the services from a third-party on such terms which are mutually agreeable to Parties and 
ANTRIX shall, either by itself or through ISRO, make best efforts to support DEVAS in this regard. 

k. The provisions related to the quality standards and specifications with regard to Additional 
Satellite Capacity, as enumerated in Exhibit A. shall remain the same as provided under the terms 
of this Agreement, unless specified otherwise and mutually agreed to by the Parties. 

9. 
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I. The Leased Capacity for the satellite(s) shall be put up for renewal at least two (2) years before 

the end of the twelve (12) year period or the anticipated life of the satellite, for another twelve (12) 
years, at Lease Fees to be mutually agreed upon. ANTRIX shall be responsible for obtaining 
necessary frequency or regulatory approvals relating to lease of capacity for the extended period. 

m. Ali specifications for the operations of the Leased Capacity and satellite(s) are as defined in 

Exhibit A. All Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and associated deviation protocols and escalation 
procedures related to technical matters are as defined in Exhibit A. Without affecting the 
generality of this Article or Exhibit A, the Parties agree on the following issues and failures on part 
of ANTRIX to meet the SLAs: 

in the event of any one (1) transponder falling to meet the performance requirements 
as specified in Sections 2.17 and 3.17 of Exhibit A, there shall be a reduction in the 
prevailing Lease Fees paid to ANTRIX by DEVAS based on the following discount 
schedule: 

BCS3 and/or BSC3 30% discount to Lease Fees 

BCS5 and/or BSC5 — 30% discount to Lease Fees 

BCSt and/or BSC1 — 20% discount to Lease Fees 

BCS4 and/or BSC4 —10% discount to Lease Fees 

BCS2 and/or BSC2 — 10% discount to Lease Fees 

DEVAS may, at any time before launch of satellite , modify in writing after giving 
written notice to ANTRIX, the above discount schedule and allocations made to each 
transponder provided the sum of ail discounts specified equals 100%. 

(al) in the event that any two (2) transponders fail to meet the performance requirements 
as specified in Section 2.17 & 3.17 of Exhibit A, it is deemed as a Total Satellite 
Failure. 

(iv) If there is an impairment to any parameters or specifications in Exhibit A which are 
not specified in Sections 2.17 and 3.17 of Exhibit A, DEVAS will determine the effect 
of such impairment on its ability to offer the Devas Services and the Parties will 
discuss and negotiate a mutual agreement and remedy, including but not limited to a 
reduction in Lease Fees. 

Article 4. Charges 

a. The charges comprise of an Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee and Lease Fees for 5 S X C 
and 5 C X S band transponders on each of PS1 and PS2, and other charges, fees and 
payments as provided in Exhibit B. 

b. The parties agree that the Lease Fees do not include the spectrum monitoring charges of 
NOCC of India, which shall be borne by DEVAS separately throughout the term of the 
Agreement. 

c. AD charges are payable in Indian Rupees, and shall be subject to such Taxes as applicable. 

d. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, charges are to be paid by DEVAS for the full 
Lease Period 

e. in the event of any transponder of the Leased Capacity not meeting the minimum 
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performance specifications as described in Exhibit A but meeting the service requirements of 
DEVAS, the parties shall discuss the usebility of these transponders of the Leased Capacity 
along with the terms and conditions for its utilization by DEVAS. 

Article 5. Interruption in the Provision of the Leased Capacity 

a. No allowances or credits will be made, for whatever reason, for any single interruption 
(including any planned outages by ANTRIX) in the avaiability of the Leased Capacity, which 
is less than one (1) hour duration. 

b. Any single interruption in the availability of the Leased Capacity not defined as a Satellite 
Failure per Exhibit A, for reasons other than those mentioned in sub-paragraph (f), below, 
which is of one (1) hour duration or more and which is attributable to the PS1 or PS2 space 
segment, shall be credited to DEVAS in en amount proportional to the applicable Lease Fees 
(as reflected in Exhibit B), attributable to the affected transponder of the Leased Capacity, in 
one-hour multiples for each hour, or major fraction thereof, of interruption. 

c. For a total duration of interruption of more than four (4) hours in a month DEVAS is eligible for 
a one day discount in the Lease Fees. If such cumulative four (4)-hours per month 
interruptions occur continuously for three successive months, then the satellite Is declared as 
a Total Satellite Failure, provided that such Interruptions are not attributable to any abnormal 
solar activity or due to interference from ground or external systems, which are beyond the 
control of ANTRIX. 

d. If the number of interruptions of half an hour duration In a month not-attributable to abnormal 
solar activity or Interference from ground or external systems, which are beyond control of 
ANTRIX, exceeds eight (8), then the satellite is declared as a Total Satellite Failure. 

e. For prolonged and recurring interruptions ANTRIX shall provide detailed analysis and the 
remedial measures taken to stop such interruptions which remedy measures shall be 
acceptable to DEVAS in its sole discretion. Both Parties shall discuss and mutually agree 
upon the future course of action. 

f. No allowances or credits will be made for any Interruption caused by a negligent act or 
omission of DEVAS, its, contractors, lessees, agents, assignees, customers or employees in 
the ordinary course of business. 

Article 6. Taxes and Duties 

a, All charges and payments due and payable by DEVAS to ANTRIX under the Agreement shall 
be the amounts due to ANTRIX net of any present or future Taxes. 

b. Ail payments and charges payable by DEVAS to ANTRIX under this Agreement shall, without 
prejudice to section (a) above, be subject to applicable Taxes/Duties under the direct and 
indirect tax laws prevalent and in force in India. . DEVAS shell provide to ANTRIX the original 
TDS certificate with respect to Taxes, If any. Those Commercial or Service Taxes applicable 
and required to be paid on lease rentals as contemplated under this Agreement leviable on 
ANTRIX in India, for providing the lease capacity shall be bone by DEVAS and ANTRIX shall 
invoice the same along with Lease Fees. 
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(88 renected In exhibit B), attribUtable to the aft'ec:ted tnlnsponder of the Leased capacity, in 
one-t1our multiples for each hour, or major fraction thereof, of interruption. 

c. For a total duration of interruption of more than four (4) hours In e month DEVAS is eligible for 
a one day discount In the Lease Fees. If such cumulative four (4)-hours per month 
interruptions occur continuously for three sUCC8l8lve months, then the satellite Is declare<! as 
a Total SateDe Failure, provided that such InterruptiOns are not attributable to any abnormal 
sOlar ac:tMty or due to lot_renee from ground or extemal systems, which are beyond the 
control of ANTRIX. 

d. If the number of Interruptions of half an hour duration In a month not-attributable to abnormal 
solar activity or Interference from ground or external systems, which are beyond control of 
ANTRIX, exceeds eight (8~ then the satellite Is declared as a Total SateMIte Failure. 

e. For prolonged and recunlng interruptions ANTRIX shall provide detailed analysis and the 
remedial measures taken to stop sUCh interruptions which remedy measures shaM be 
acceptable to DEVAS In its sale discretion. Both Parties shall discuss and mutually agree 
upon the future course of action. 

f. No aMowances or credits Will be made for any Interruption caused by a negligent act or 
omission of DEVAS, its, contractors, letaees, agents. assignees, customers or employees In 
the ordinary course of bUSiness. 

ArtIcle 6. Tun and DutI .. 

a. All charges and paymenta due and payable by DEVAS to ANTRIX under the Agreement shaD 
be the amounts due to ANTRIX net of any present or future Taxes. 

b. All payments and charges payable by CEVAS to ANTRIX under this Agreement shall, without 
prejudice to section (a) above, be subject to applicable TaxnlOutie8 under the direct and 
indirect tax laws prevalent and in force in India .. DEVAS sheQ provide to ANTRIX the original 
TDS certificate with respect to Taxes, If any. Those Commercial or Service Taxes applicable 
and required to be paid on lease rentalS as contemplated under thIS Agreement leviable on 
ANTRIX in India, for providing the leese capacity shall be bone by DEVAS and ANTRIX shaM 
Inl/Cllc:e the same along with Lease Fees. 
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Article 7. Termination 

a. Termination for convenience by DEVAS 

DEVAS may terminate this Agreement In the event DEVAS is unable to get and retain the Regulatory 
Approvals required to provide the Doves Services on or before the completion of the Pre Shipment 
Review of PS1. in the event of such termination, DEVAS shall forfeit the Upfront Capacity Reservation 
Fees made to ANTRIX and any service or other taxes paid by DEVAS and those outstanding to be 
paid to ANTRIX till such date. Upon such termination, neither Party shall have any further obligation to 
the other Party under this Agreement 

b. Termination by DEVAS for fault of ANTRIX 

DEVAS may terminate this Agreement at any time if ANTRIX is in material breach of any provisions of 
this Agreement and ANTRIX has failed to cure the breach within three months after receiving notice 
from DEVAS setting out the nature of breach and reasons for considering the same as material 
breach. In such event, ANTRIX shall immediately reimburse DEVAS all the Upfront Capacity 
Reservation Fees and corresponding taxes if applicable, received by ANTRIX till that date. Upon such 
termination, neither Party shall have any further obligation to the other Party under this Agreement nor 
be liable to pay any sum as compensation or damages (by whatever name called). 

c. Termination for convenience by ANTRIX 

ANTRIX may terminate this Agreement in the event ANTRIX is unable to obtain the necessary 
frequency and orbital slot coordination required for operating PS1 on or before the completion of the 
Pre Shipment Review of the PSi. In the event of such termination, ANTRIX shall Immediately 
reimburse DEVAS all the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees and corresponding service taxes 
received by ANTRIX tilt that date. Upon such termination, neither Party shall have any further 
obligation to the other Party under this Agreement nor be liable to pay any sum as compensation or 
damages (by whatever name called). 

d. Termination by ANTRIX for fault of DEVAS 

ANTRIX may terminate this Agreement at any time if: 

i. DEVAS is in material breach of any provisions of this Agreement and DEVAS has failed 
to cure the breach within three months after receiving notice from ANTRIR regarding such 
breach or, 

II. Non payment of (a) the Lease Fees and other charges (such as spectrum monitoring 
charges) by DEVAS for a continued period of twelve (12) months, or if such accumulated 
delays from recurrent non payments exceed 60 (sixty) months, whichever occurs earlier 
or, (b) Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees, already due 

M. in the event that: 

a. A liquidator trustee or a bankruptcy receiver or the like is appointed by a 
competent court and such appointment remains un-stayed or un-vacated for a 
period of 90 (ninety) days after the date of such order by a competent court in 
respect of DEVAS, or 
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b. if a receiver or manager is appointed by a competent court in respect of all or a 
substantial part of the assets of DEVAS and such appointment remains un-stayed 

or un-vacated for a period of 90 (ninety)days after the date of such appointment, 
or 

c, if all or a substantial part of the assets of DEVAS have been finally confiscated by 
action of any Governmental Authority, against which no appeal or judicial redress 
Iles. 

It Is expressly agreed that ANTRIX shall have no right to terminate this Agreement if DEVAS enters 
Into any scheme or arrangement with its creditors, a corporate re-organization or restructuring of its 
debt and liabilities as long as DEVAS continues to make the Annual Lease Payments to ANTR1X. 

In the event of such termination, DEVAS shall forfeit the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees made to 
ANTRIX and DEVAS shall be liable to pay any outstanding dues to be paid to ANTRIX by DEVAS. 
Upon such termination, neither Party shall have any further obligation to the other Party under this 
Agreement nor be liable to pay any sum as compensation or damages (by whatever name called). 

e. Termination under Special Circumstances 

in the event of two successive Launch Failures of PS t by ANTRIX, DEVAS shall have the option, 
exercisable in its sole discretion, to (a) either terminate this Agreement, In which event ANTRIX 
agrees to Immediately reimburse DEVAS all the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees for PS t received 
by ANTRIX till that date, and after that, neither Party shall have any further obligation to the other 
Party under this Agreement, or (b) forego the refund of the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees and 
service taxes and request ANTRIX to launch a satellite within 24 months of the exercise of this option, 
based on mutually agreed-upon terms. 

f. General Provisions 

Termination of this Agreement for any reason whatsoever, shall not extinguish the rights and 
obligations of Parties under clauses related to Arbitration (Article 20), Confidentiality (Article 18) and 
obligations related to refund/payment of monies that have accrued before termination, and they shall 
survive termination and or expiry of this Agreement for a further period of 5 (five) years or fulfillment of 
these terms whichever is later. 

Article 8. Vacation of Leased Capacity 

Upon termination of this Agreement (in part or in full) either by DEVAS or by ANTRIX or at the end of 
the Lease Period, the use of the Leased Capacity so terminated shall revert to ANTRIX 
unconditionally. 

Article 9. Payment 

a. Ail sums payable by DEVAS for Leased Capacity under this Agreement shall be due and 
payable In advance quarterly, and shall be Invoiced by ANTRIX within t5 days pride' to the 
quarter for which they are payable. However, the first payment shall be from the 
Commencement Date to the end of the relevant quarter. Such payments shall be made by 
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DEVAS to ANTRIX within a period of thirty (30) days ('Grace Period") from receipt of an 
invoice by DEVAS, the last date on which the Invoice is payable hereunder being the 'Due 
Date'. 

b. An additional charge shall be imposed, at a rate of ten (t0) percent per annum, on any due 

amounts not received by ANTRIX by the end of the Grace Period, such charge to be 
computed from the day commencing on the first day after the Due Date, until the date of 

receipt of payment. This facility is available only for twelve months after the Due Date beyond 
which the agreement could be terminated by ANTRIX at its sole discretion. 

c. All Invoices for payments due to ANTRIX under this Agreement shall be sent to DEVAS at the 
following address: 

Devas Multimedia Pvt. Ltd 

102 Eden Park 

20 Vittal Maflya Road 

Bangalore 560 001 India 

Tel.: +91-80.2683-4580 

Fax: +91-60-2224-3883 

d. All sums payable to ANTRIX by DEVAS under this Agreement shall be drawn in favor of 
'Accounts Officer, Antrix Corporation Limited' and shall be sent to: 

ANTRIX Corporation Limited 

(A Govt. of India Company under Department of Space) 

Antanksh Bhavan 

Near new BEL Road 

Bangalore 560 094 India 

Tel: +91-80-2341-6273 or 6274 

Fax: + 91-80-234 t-8981 

Article 10. Board Participations 

a. DEVAS shall offer ANTRIX the option to appoint a senior officer to the Board of DEVAS 
('Officer'). 

b. The Officer so appointed shall act as an observer and shall not have any voting rights. 

Article 11. Force Majeure 

a. Neither of the Parties hereto shall be liable for any failure or delay in performance of its 
obligations hereunder if such failure or delay Is due to Force Majeure as defined in this Article, 
provided that notice thereof is given to the other Party within seven (7) calendar days after 
such event has occurred. 

b, For the purposes of this Agreement, 'Force Majeure Event' shall include any event, condition 
or circumstance that is beyond the reasonable control of the party affected (the 'Affected 
Party') and that, despite all efforts of the Affected Party to prevent It or mitigate its effects 
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(including the implementation of a business continuation plan), such event, condition or 

circumstance prevents the performance by such Affected Party of its obligations hereunder. 

The following events may be considered Force Majeure Events under the Agreement (I) 

explosion and fire; (ii) flood, earthquake, storm, or other natural calamity or act of God; 

strike or other labor dispute; (iv) war, insurrection, civil commotion or riot; (v) acts of or failure 

to act by any governmental authority acting In its sovereign capacity; (vi) changes in law and 
regulation, (VII) National emergencies, (ix) Launch Failure. 

c. If an Affected Party is rendered unable, wholly or In part, by a Force Majeure Event, to carry 
out some or all of its obligations under the Agreement, then, during the continuance of such 
inability, the obligation of such Affected Party to perform the obligations so affected shall be 
suspended. 

d. The Affected Party shall give written notice of the Force Majeure Event to the other party (the 
"Unaffected Party) as soon as practicable after such event occurs, and not later than 7 days 
after such event, which notice shall Include information with respect to the nature, cause and 
date of commencement of the occurrence(s), and the anticipated scope and duration of the 
delay. Upon the conclusion of a Force Majeure Event, the Affected Party shall, with ail 
reasonable dispatch, take all necessary and effective steps to resume the obligation(s) 
previously suspended 

e. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an Affected Party shall not be excused under this Article for (1) 
any non-performance of Its obligations under the Agreement having a greater scope or longer 
period than is justified by the Force Majeure Event, or (2) the performance of obligations that 
arose prior to the Force Majeure Event. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as 
requinng an Affected Party to settle any stake, lockout or other labor dispute in which it may 
be involved_ 

f. Notwithstanding anything contained herein, in the event of Launch Failure of PS1 or PS2, the 
articles related to re-launch guarantee in Article 3 (d), and termination under special 
circumstances in Article 7 shall apply and take precedence over the terms contained herein. 

In the event of failure or delay in the performance of this Agreement arising out of an event of 
Force Majeure which lasts longer than 90 (ninety) days, both parties shall discuss the further 
course of action on a mutually agreeable basis. However, such action could include 
termination at the option of Unaffected Party if total delays exceed 12 (twelve) months. It is 
hereby expressly agreed by the parties that no financial or other liability shall arise on 
termination under this dause as far as the affected party is concerned. 

Article 12. Representations and Warranties 

a. ANTRIX hereby represents and warrants to DEVAS as under 

i) ANTRIX has the capacity and power to enter into and perform this Agreement in terms 
thereof; 

ii) ANTRIX, through ISRO/DOS, will be responsible for obtaining clearances from National 
and International agencies (WPC, ITU, etc.) for use of the orbital slot and frequency 
resources so as to ensure that the spacecraft is operated meeting its technical 
characteristics and provide the Leased Capacity as specified; 

iii) ANTRIX through ISRO has the ability to make/build, manufacture, launch and operate 
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the Satellites, and provide the Leased Capacity as provided in this Agreement 

iv) ANTRIX will fulfill its obligations under this Agreement according to any applicable Law; 

v) ANTRIX, through ISRO, has the ownership and eight to use the Intellectual Property used 
in the manufacture and launch of the satellites and provision of Leased Capacity under 
this Agreement and 

vi) ANTRIX may offer another satellite to other parties provided, in due recognition of DEVAS 
seniority, it: 

(1) Provides DEVAS with prior intimation In case it does not Infringe upon any 
confidentiality agreements 

(2) Does not affect any DEVAS schedules or deliverables 

b. ❑EVAS hereby represents and warrants ANTRIX as under. 

DEVAS has the capacity and power to enter into and perform this Agreement in terms 
thereof; 

II) DEVAS has the ability to design Digital Multimedia Receivers ('DMR"); 

iii) DEVAS has the ability to design Commercial Information Devices ("CID"); 

iv) DEVAS has the ownership and right to use the Intellectual Property used in the 
design of DMR and CID; 

v) The fulfillment of DEVAS' obligations under this Agreement by DEVAS will not violate 
any Laws; 

vi) DEVAS shall assign, transfer and/or sub-let its rights and obligations hereunder In 
accordance with Law. 

vii) DEVAS shall be solely responsible for securing and obtaining all licenses and 
approval (Statutory or otherwise) for the delivery of Devas Services via satellite and 
terrestrial network. 

Article 13. Indemnities 

a. Either of the Parties (ANTRIX or (*VAS) shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the 
other Party, Its officers, directors, employees, agents, consultants from and against any loss, 
damages, liabilities, expenses, daims, actions, charges, costs, interests, and penalties 
suffered by the indemnified Party together with the attorney's fees, arising from the fault of the 
indemnifying Party. 

b. It is further agreed that DEVAS shall Indemnify ANTRIX for the following 

r. Libel, slander, Invasion of privacy, or Infringement of copyright or cyber law arising from 
the use of the leased capacity; 

ii. Infringements of third-party patents or Intellectual Property rights arising from a) 
combining with, or used in connection with the Leased Capacity, apparatus, satellite, 
systems of the DEVAS, its users, customers, contractors, lessees, agents or assignees 
where ANTRIX exercises no control; b) use of the Leased Capacity in a manner not 
contemplated by ANTRIX and over which the ANTRIX exercises no control; 

iii. Violation of any applicable laws or regulations of any country or damage to any third party 
arising from the use of the Leased Capacity.; 
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the use of the leased capacity; 

ii. Infringements of third-party patents or Intellectual Property rights allllng from a) 
combining with, or used in connection with the Leased Capacity, apparatus, satellite, 
systems of the DEVAS, n users, customers, contractors, lessees, agents or assignees 
where ANTRIX exercises no control; b) use of the Leased Capacity in a manner not 
contemplated by ANTRIX and over whim the ANTRIX exercises no control; 

ii. VIOlation of any applicable laws or regulations of any CQuntry or damage to any third party 
arising from the use of the Leased Capacity.; 
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Iv. Any act or omission of DEVAS, its users, customers, contractors, lessees, agents, 

assignees or employees in connection with the Leased Capacity. 

c. ANTRIX shall indemnify DEVAS and hold harmless from any loss, damage, liability or 

expenses arising from the following: 

I. ANTRIX's exercising use, control or operation of the PS t and PS2 spacecrafts or from 

any use by ANTRIX's users, customers, contractors, agents, assignees, employees, or 

lessees other than DEVAS; 

ii. Infringements of third-party patents or Intellectual Property rights arising from, combining 
with, or used in connection with ANTRIX's design, manufacture, launch and operations of 

the PS t or PS2 sate Iltes where DEVAS exerdses no control. 

d. Each Party undertakes to notify the other Party in writing of any matter or thing of which it 
becomes aware which Is or may be a material breach of, or materially inconsistent with, any 

of its warranties and representations. 

e. The right of either Party under this clause shall be In addition to the right to damages or any 

other rights available at common law or equity In respect of any breach of the warranties, 
representations and undertakings of the other Party. Provided however, that no right or claim 
of any nature whatsoever shall arise by virtue of or under this clause, for matters specifically 
provided for elsewhere In this agreement including matters relating to termination of this 
agreement. 

Article t4. Operationat Arrangements 

a. DEVAS shall develop frequency and transmission plans for the use of the Leased 
Capacity on the satellites and the same shall be made available to ANTRIX far prior 
review and approval. For those particular transponders where there is potential for 
adjacent transponder interference between INSAT series of spacecraft and PS t, 
DEVAS and ANTRIX shall develop mutually agreeable technical operating 
parameters for operation in the said transponders. However, such parameters shall 
have no effect on DEVAS Services as set forth in Exhibit A. In case of demands from 
other entitles for similar services, ANTRIX shall take reasonable steps to 
accommodate such request without disrupting or putting limitations on DEVAS 
Services. 

{ii) In the event of ANTRIX operating a co-located satellite next to DEVAS Leased 
Capacity on PS t and if applicable PS2, DEVAS and ANTRIX shall develop mutually 
agreeable technical operating constraints for all co-frequency transponders that have 
the potential for interference. Transmission and frequency plans developed for co-
frequency transponders shall be exchanged and coordinated In the manner 
described in subparagraph (I). 

(ill) ANTRIX shaft be responsible for inter-system coordination as per ITU Radio 
Regulations to obtain all clearances so as to use the orbital slot and frequency 
resources for DEVAS Services. All coordination efforts by ANTRIX referred to in this 
Article shall be performed at no additional cost to DEVAS. DEVAS shall provide 
assistance to ANTRIX in connection with the Inter-system coordination efforts. 
ANTRIX shall make the best efforts, with the help of DEVAS, to coordinate the types 
of services required by DEVAS. 
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(Iv) ISRO shall remain the registered owner of the orbital location on which the Leased 
Capacity is being made available to DEVAS. 

(v) interference to other satellite systems, with which ANTRIX or ISRO or associated 
entities are in the process of coordinating arrangements, shall be kept at an 
acceptable level by utilizing operating parameters within the limits prescribed and 
agreed to by ANTRIX and DEVAS in Exhibit A, and shall remain In conformity with 
such arrangements without affecting DEVAS services. 

ANTRIX agrees that the PS1 spacecraft will be located at the 83 deg. E orbital 
location during the term of the lease. The spacecraft location may be changed to a 
different location with the written concurrence of DEVAS. ANTRIX believes that the 
proposed use of the Leased Capacity by DEVAS will not present any coordination 
problems. 

(vii) in the event similar services are supported by ANTRIX or ISRO (through other 
satellites leased to commercial or government entities), DEVAS Services will be 
ensured lo be protected for inter-system interference. 

b. (i) DEVAS shall establish, formal procedures for systems discipline, operations, access 
approval, maintenance and control of earth station access to space segment 
capacity. These procedures are considered expedient and necessary to ensure that 
DEVAS, its users, customers, contractors, lessees, agents arid ass€gnees derive the 
use of satellite resources covered by this Agreement, to prevent interference to other 
users of the system. The Earth Station Standards (ESS) and Satellite System 
Operation guide (SSOG) Modules for the spacecraft shall be prepared by DEVAS 
based on the spacecraft technical data provided by ANTRIX and shall be made 
available to ANTRIX for review and comment and the same shall become a part of 
this Agreement after its finalization 

DEVAS shall implement appropriate operational procedures required for the 
compliance with the technical and operational conditions specified in this Agreement. 

c. Each earth station, which shall utilize the Leased Capacity, shall: 

(i) satisfactorily complete or have completed earth station testing to verify compliance 
with the performance characteristics as defined in the documents in paragraph (b) 
above; 

(vi) 

(ii) be operated and maintained In accordance with the applicable provisions as defined 
in the documents referred in paragraph (b) above 

d, For purposes of ensuring that the transmission by DEVAS are within the acceptable levels of 
operating parameters, ANTRIX may monitor the transmission of the Leased Capacity of the 
sateilite(s). 

e. The Leased Capacity under this Agreement does not include the provision of any uplink, 
downlink or terrestrial transmission services. ANTRIX shall be solely responsible for the 
operation of the sateillie(s). 

f. ANTRIX agrees to provide to DEVAS quarterly reports on the development and the work-in-
progress of the satellite(s). ANTRIX agrees to hold for DEVAS at the ANTRIX facilities formai 
progress meetings on quarterly basis until the launch of the sal ellite(s). In addition, ANTRIX 
will invite DEVAS to attend al Bangalore major review meetings (PDR, CDR, & PSR). 

DEVAS agrees lo provide ANTRIX quarterly reviews of the progress on the development of g. 
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the DEVAS system. DEVAS shah provide within three months from the Date of signature of 
this agreement, its plan for the development, testing, validation and production of receivers as 
well as the implementation of the ground segment facilities for operating DEVAS Services. 

DEVAS shall further provide progress or update information on this once in three months. 

DEVAS shah take necessary action to ensure readiness of the ground segment prior to the 
launch and operation of PS1. 

h. The Parties hereby agree that post launch of the satellites in orbit, ANTRIX shall provide 

DEVAS monthly performance reports of the performance of the satellites for the first six 
months and then on quarterly basis thereafter. The Parties expressly agree that DEVAS shall 
have the right to Inspect ANTRIX's facilities, and ANTRIX shall facilitate all visits by Persons 
nominated by DEVAS for the purpose of determining the basis of preparation of all reports 
provided by ANTRIX to DEVAS. The schedule and frequency of such visits will be mutually 
agreed to and subject to safety and security procedures followed In the facility. 

ANTRIX agrees that within six (6) months after the date of execution of this Agreement, it 
shall arrange and conclude with DEVAS the procedures for implementing the operational 
interfaces as outlined in Exhibit D and as provided herein. 

j. For a period of 24 (twenty four) months from the date of execution of this Agreement, 
provided the Agreement is in effect during the said period of 24 months, DEVAS shall not 
negotiate with any other person or entity to provide similar services. 

k. ANTRIX shall take reasonable care to inform as long as such Information is within its 
knowledge, DEVAS of any customer, company or organization contemplating a similar 
service or multimedia service on any ANTRIX satellite, subject to any confidentiality 
agreements which ANTRIX has to honor. 

Article 15. Use of Leased Capacity 

DEVAS shall ensure that the use of the Leased Capacity is strictly in accordance with the letter and 
spirit of this Agreement, and In accordance with Laws. 

Article 16. Assessment of Technical Performance of the Leased Capacity 

Both Parties hereby agree to conduct In-orbit tests from INSAT-Master Control Facility, Hassan, India 
to verify and accept the in-orbit performance specifications and deviations, if any, of the Leased 
Capacity, as per Exhibit C and as per procedures to be jointly agreed upon. These procedures shall 
be generated within 12 (twelve) months following the execution of this Agreement and these shall 
become a part of this Agreement. These tests shall be conducted within 60 (sixty) days following the 
positioning of the PS1 spacecraft in its designated orbital slot. Such tests may also be conducted 
periodically afterwards to assess the in-orbit performance specifications of the Leased Capacity as 
and when considered to be necessary by both parties. 
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Article IT. Assignment 

ANTRIX may sub-license, assign or sell any or all of its rights under this Agreement without any 
approvals from DEVAS, provided ANTRIX provides DEVAS with at least 60 (sixty) days prior notice of 
the same and provided further that ANTRIX undertakes, and shall cause its assignee to undertake 
that the terms of this Agreement and all related Agreements are enforceable in terms thereof and will 
continue to be upheld in accordance with the laws and regulations of India. DEVAS may sub-license, 
assign or sell any and all of its rights under this Agreement without any approvals from ANTRIX 
provided DEVAS provides ANTRIX with at least 60 (sixty) days prior notice of the same and provided 
further that DEVAS undertakes and shall cause its assignee to undertake that the terms of this 
Agreement and all related Agreements are enforceable In terms thereof and will continue to be upheld 
in accordance with the laws and regulations of India. 

Article 18. Confidentiality 

a Any confidential information that is generated, in the process of implementing this Agreement 
and any related agreements, shall not be disclosed by either Party to any third party without 
the prior written consent of the other Party, or in the case of proprietary Information consent of 
the disclosing Party Such confidential information includes, but is not limited to, the 
technology used, schedules, progress reports, funding for the proposed transaction, details of 
employees, and financial status of the Parties, strategies and partnerships. However this 
requirement with respect to confidentiality shall not apply to any information: 

i. Available in the public domain: 

II. Which was previously known by the Party receiving such information 

iii. Required to be disclosed under applicable law or due to compliance with any 
regulatory or statutory requirements. Provided that if either Party is obliged to make 
such disclosure, It shall notify the other Party sufficiently prior to making the 
disclosure so as to enable the other Party to seek protection of the information 
required to be disclosed. 

b. The Parties also agree to maintain as confidential the existence and details of this 
Agreement Upon Termination or expiry of this Agreement each Party shall either destroy or 
return (as may be indicated by the disclosing Party) the Information I documents which the 
receiving Party may have under its control to the disclosing Party. 

Article 19, Governing Law 

This Agreement and the rights and responsibilities of the Parties hereunder, shall be subject to and 
construed in accordance with the Laws of India. 

Article 20. Arbitration 

a. In the event of there being any dispute or difference between the Parties hereto as to any 
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clause or provision of this Agreement or as to the interpretation thereof or as to any account 
or valuation or as to the rights, liabilities, acts, omissions of any Party hereto arising under or 
by virtue of these presents or otherwise In any way relating to this Agreement such dispute or 
difference shall be referred to the senior management of both Parties to resolve within three 
(3) weeks falling which It will be referred to an Arbital Tribunal comprising of three arbitrators, 
one to be appointed by each party (i.e. DEVAS and ANTRIX) and the arbitrators so appointed 
will appoint the third arbitrator. 

b. The seat of Arbitration shall be at NEW DELHI In India. 

c. The Arbitration proceedings shall be held in accordance with the rules and procedures of the 
ICC (international Chamber of Commerce) or UNCITRAL. 

d. The Arbitration Tribunal shall reach and render a decision or award In writing (concurred In by 
a majority of the members of the Arbital Tribunal with respect to the appropriate award to be 
rendered or remedy to be granted pursuant to the dispute, (including the amount that any 
indemnifying Party is required to pay to the indemnified Party in respect of a dalm filed by the 
indemnified Party). 

e To the extent practicable all decisions of the board of Arbitration shall be rendered no more 
than 30 (thirty) days following commencement of proceedings with respect thereto. The 
Arbital Tribunal shall realize its decision on award Into writing and cause the same to be 
delivered to the Parties. 

f. Any decision or award made by the board of Arbitration shall be final, binding and conclusive 
on the Parties and entitled to be enforced to the fullest extent permitted by Laws and entered 
In any court of competent jurisdiction. 

Each Party to any Arbitration shall bear its own costs or expenses in relation thereto, 
including but not limited to such Party's attorneys' fees, if any, and the expenses and fees of 
the member of the Arbital Tribunal appointed by such party, provided, however, that the 
expenses and fees of the third member of the Arbital Tribunal and any other expenses of the 
Arbital Tribunal not capable of being attributed to any one member shall be borne In equal 
parts by the Parties. 

g. 

Article 21. Good Faith 

The Parties hereby agree that they intend to discharge their obligations in utmost good faith. They, 
therefore, agree that they will, at all times, act In good faith, and make all attempts to resolve all 
differences howsoever arising out of or in connection with this Agreement by discussion. 

Article 22. Authority to sign 

ANTRIX and DEVAS represent that each has the authority to execute this Agreement. 

Article 23. Notices 

For the purpose of providing or notices giving or other communications pursuant to this Agreement 
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and for contractual and technical coordination, as well as any and ail communicat➢on the following 

addresses shall be utilized: 

DEVAS 

Devas Multimedia Pvt. Ltd 

102 Eden Park 

20 Vidal MaIlya Road 

Bangalore 560 001 India 

Tei: +91-80-2663-4580 

Fax: +91-80-2224-3863 

ANTRIX 

Antrix Corporation Limited 

(a Govt. of India Company under Department of 
Space) 

Antariksh Shaven 

Near new BEL Road 

Bangalore 560 094 India 

Tel: +91-80-2341-6273 or 6274 

Fax: + 91-80-2341-8981 

All such notices, requests and other communications shall (i) if delivered personally to the address as 

provided above, be deemed given upon delivery, (II) if delivered by facsimile transmission to the 
facsimile number as provided above, be deemed given upon receipt, and (ii) if delivered by registered 
mail or courier to the address as provided above, be deemed given upon receipt. Any Party from time 
to time may change its address, facsimile number or other information for the purpose of notices to 
that Party by giving notice specifying such change to the other party hereto. 

Article 24. Miscellaneous Clauses 

a. In the event of a conflict between the Agreement and any Annexure, Exhibit or Schedule 
hereto, the Agreement and the conflicting Annexure, Exhibit or Schedule shall be interpreted 
harmoniously. In the event a harmonious interpretation is not possible, then the specific 
provision shall prevail over the general provision 

b. At all times the Parties shall not issue or make or cause to be issued or made any reports, 
statements or releases to the public with respect to this Agreement or the transactions 
contemplated hereby without the consent of the other, which consent shalt not be 
unreasonably withheld. If either Party is unable to obtain the approval of its public report, 
statement or release from the other Party and such report, statement or release is, in the 
opinion of legal counsel to such Party, required by Law in order to discharge such party's 
disclosure obligations, then such Party may make or Issue the legally required report, 
statement or release and promptly furnish the other Party with a copy thereof. 
Notwithstanding anything contained herein, DEVAS may publicize service, plans, and 
ANTRIX may provide support as it deems fit in any press releases, conferences etc. 

c. Any term or condition of this Agreement may be waived at any time by the Party that is 
entitled to the benefit thereof, but no such waiver shall be effective unless set forth in a written 
instrument duly executed by or on behalf of the Party waiving such term or condition. No 
waiver by any Party of any term or condition of this Agreement, in any one or more instances, 
shall be deemed to be or construed as a waiver of the same or any other term or condition of 
this Agreement on any future occasion. Ail remedies, either under this Agreement or by Laws 
or otherwise afforded, will be cumulative and not alternative. 
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d. if any provision of this Agreement is held to be illegal. Invalid or unenforceable under any 
present or future Laws, and the rights or obligations of any Party hereto under this 
Agreement are not be materially and adversely affected thereby, (a) such provision will be 
fully severable, (b) this Agreement shall be construed and enforced as if such illegal, invalid 
or unenforceable provision had never comprised a part hereof, (c) the Parties shall negotiate 
in good faith to replace the unenforceable provisions with an enforceable provision speaking 
to the same matter, and (d) the remaining provisions of this Agreement will remain in full force 
and effect and will not be affected by the illegal, invalid or unenforceable provision or by its 
severance herefrom. 

Article 25. Full Agreement 

This Agreement constitutes the full understanding and agreement of the Parties concerning the 
subject matter hereof, and any prior oral or written agreements and understandings of the Parties 
concerning the subject matter of this Agreement are hereby superseded and terminated by this 
agreement. However it is made clear here by ANTRIX and agreed by the Parties that the Agreement 
shall not be binding on DEVAS or ANTRIX until and unless ANTRIX receives all the requisite 
govemmentEd and other regulatory approvals, including those referred to in this Agreement. 

Article 26. Amendment 

The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall not be varied except by mutual agreement of the 
Parties in writing. 

Article 27. Effective Date of the Contract 

The contract becomes effective on the dale that ANTRIX is in receipt of all required approvals and 
communicates to DEVAS in writing regarding the same. 

in *bless whereof, the undersigned, duly authorized, have signed this agreement. 

For and on behalf of 

Antrlx Corporation Limited 

Signature: 

Name 

Title 

Date 

: K. R. Srldhara Murthi 

Executive Director 

: .7c14. 200S"

Dievas-Antrix Agrooment 

Doves Multimedia Private Limited, India 

Signature : 

Name 

Tide 

Date 

: Authorized representative 

atI 1 a.not-

g>) 
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In witness whereof, the undersigned, duly authorized, have signed this agreement. 

For and on behalf of 

AntrIx Corporation Umlted 

... .!.t~ 
Name : K. R. Srtdhara llurthl 

Title : Executive Director 

Date : l. ~ ~ 2,OO$"' 

Devu Muilimedia Prtvat8 Umn.d. India 

Signatun: 

Name 

Title : Authortzed rep .. Mntative 

a.\ \ ' \ Q.,.CO\ 
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Annexure I 

DEFINITIONS 

In this Agreement, the following terms have the meanings indicated below: 

1. '5 C x S and 5 S X C transponders' means S band and C band transponders respectively. 

2. 'Accounting Terms' unless the context of this Agreement otherwise requires, or admits shall 

mean: 

(i) Ali accounting terms used herein and not expressly defined herein shall have the 

meanings given to them under GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) 

(ii) Headings are used for convenience only and shall not affect the interpretation of this 

Agreement; and, 

(iii) References to the Recitals, Clauses, Schedules and Appendices shall be deemed to 

be a reference to the recitals, dauses, schedules and appendices of this Agreement. 

3. 'Action or Proceeding' means any action, suit, proceeding, arbitration or investigation or audit 
any Governmental or Regulatory authority. 

4. "Additional Satellite Capacity means any capacity provided to DEVAS by ANTRIX in addition 
to PS1 and PS2 but whose specific terms are not enumerated in this Agreement 

5. 'Affiliate means any Person that directly or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, 
controls or is controlled by or is under the common control of the Person specified. 

For purposes of this definition, 'control" of a Person means the power, direct or indirect, to 
direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of such Person whether by 

Contract or otherwise. In any event, and without limitation of the previous sentence, for 
purposes of this Agreement any Person owning 25% (twenty five percent) or more of the 
voting securities of another Person shall be deemed to control that Person. 

6. 'Agreement" means this Agreement and the Annexures, Schedules, Exhibits, if any and as 
applicable hereto, and the certificates and documents delivered or to be delivered hereunder, 
as the same shall be amended from lime to time. 

7. Cash flow positive means net cash in flows from operative activities (i.e. net income duly 
adjusted with flows due to depreciation, amortization and due to changes in current liabilities 
and assets) exceeding net cash out flows from an investing activities such as capita 
expenditures as at relevant date of determination of cash flow. 

8. 'Commencement Date means the date of Delivery of service from PS1 andior PS2 to 
DEVAS as relevant. 

9. 'Commercial or Service Taxes' means Indian taxes on applicable goods or services as per 
the applicable Indian tax law. 

10. 'Critical Component Acquisition Fee means monies paid by DEVAS to ANTRIX to acquire 
Critical Components. 

11. 'Critical Components' means components that ANTRIX will purchase in return for monies 
paid by DEVAS, in accordance with this or under agreement, which are procured by ANTRIX 
in order to decrease the Delivery Period of either a Replacement Satellite or PS2. 

12. 'Delivery means the successfully placing in orbit Leased Capacity of either PS1 or P52 
which is fully tested and meeting the specifications in Exhibit A and ready for use by DEVAS. 
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t3. 'Delivery Period' means the period of time from the First Reservation Fee Installment 
Payment Date to the date of 'Delivery` as defined in item t2 above. 

t4. 'Devas Services' means S-DMB services that Include subscription multimedia packages with 
digital audio, visual, and textual data, delivered via satellite and terrestrial systems via fixed, 
portable, and mobile receivers including mobile phones, mobile video/audio receivers for 
vehicles, etc. to subscribers' receivers, having capability to send back textual and audio visual 
data, with additional related activities such as service design, production, packaging and 
encoding, providing multimedia content that consist of channels of audio, video, inte met and 
text content In various packages, sourced and customized as required by the audio, video 
and intemet content producers and service providers with additional content related activities 
such as content selection, sourcing, editing, production and programming. 

15. 'First Reservation Fee Installment Payment Date' means the date of the initial payment on 
the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee paid by DEVAS to ANTRIX 

t6. 'Governmental or Regulatory Authority' means any Government state or Central, 
municipality, local authority, town, village, court, tribunal, arbitrator, authority, agency, 
commission, official or other instrumentality of India. 

t7. 'Grace Period' means a defined period where penalties or breach is not applicable. 

t8. "IAS' means Indian Accounting Standards. 

t9. 'Indemnified Party' means any Person claiming Indemnification under any provision of the 
indemnity Clause. 

20. 'indemnifying Party' means any Person against whom a claim for indemnification is being 
asserted under any provision of the indemnity Clause. 

2 t . "Intellectual Property' includes, without limitation business processes, domain names, 
inventions, discoveries and ideas, databases, programs, codes, software, algorithms, trade 
secrets, know-how, concepts, creations, improvements upon, additions or any research effort 
relating to any of the foregoing; and, al inventions, patents, patent rights, registered or 
unregistered designs, utility models, including design copyrights, licenses, trademark rights, 
licenses, trademarks, registrations (including internet domain and applications, service marks, 
registrations) trade secret lights, and other rights, including moral rights and any similar 
rights, applications for any of the foregoing and the right to apply for them in any part of the 
world in connection with the foregoing, whether negotiable or not. 

22. 'Launch Failure' means a failure of the launch vehicle to deliver PS1 or PS2 into orbit for use 
by DEVAS in accordance with the specifications in Exhibit-A. 

23. 'LBWS' means all laws, statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances, by-laws and other 
pronouncements having the effect of law of India. 

24. 'Lease Fees' means the amount paid each year by DEVAS to ANTRIX for the Leased 
Capacity in four quarterly payments, Including any additional payments with respect to any 
additional capacity that DEVAS may request and ANTRIX provides to DEVAS under the 
terms of this Agreement or any other agreement in this regard. 

25. Leased Capacity' means any satellite capacity provided to DEVAS from ANTRIX on either 
PS1 or P52 in accordance with this agreement. 

26. "Lease Period' means the period of time from the Commencement Date to the End of Lease 
as per the provisions of Article 3 (a) of the Agreement. 
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27. 'Liabilities' means all debts, obligations end other liabilities of a Person (whether absolute, 
accrued, contingent, fixed or otherwise, or whether due or to become due). 

28 'Licensee means ail licenses, permits, certificates of authority, authorizations, approvals, 
registrations, franchises and similar consents granted or issued by any Governmental or 
Regulatory Authority. 

29. 'Liens' means any mortgage, pledge, assessment, security interest, lease, lien, adverse 
dalm, levy, charge or other encumbrance of any kind. 

30. 'Loss' means any and all damages, fines, fees, penalties, deficiencies, losses and expenses 
(including without limitation interest, court costs, fees of legal counsel, accountants and other 
experts or other expenses of litigation or other proceedings or of any claim, default or 
assessment). 

3 t. Non-Preernptibire means that the Leased Capacity provided to DEVAS by ANTRIX cannot 
be utilized or repurposed for use by another party during life of satellite and when this 
Agreement is effective and when DEVAS is not in default of its obligations or payments. 

32. 'Order' means any writ, judgment, decree, irifunction or similar order of any Governmental or 
Regulatory Authority (in each such case whether preliminary or final). 

33. 'Person' means any natural person, and includes any corporation, trotted liability company, 
general partnership, limited partnership, proprietorship, other business organization, trust. 
union, association or Governmental or Regulatory Authority association of persons or body of 
individuals whether incorporated or not. 

34. 'PS1" means the initial satellite which will be launched and put into orbit by ANTRIX under 
this Agreement, and from which it is intended to offer the Devas Services. 

35. 'PS2' means the second satellite to be launched and put into orbit at DEVAS' option (es per 
the terms of the agreement) by ANTRIX under this Agreement, and from which it is intended 
to offer additional capacity for the Devas Services. 

36. 'PSR' (Pre Shipment Review) means a review that is held on the performance of the 
integrated flight satellite after completion of all its environmental tests to ensure its 
conformance to all the necessary specifications and to authorize the shipment of this satellite 
to the launch site for pre-launch operations and launch. 

37. 'Regulatory Approval' means any and all approvals, licenses, or permissions from 
Governmental or Regulatory Authorities. 

38. 'Re-launch Guarantee means an obligation to provide launch service without further payment 
by DEVAS for a replacement satellite in case the launch mission results in launch failure. The 
re-launch guarantee is relevant for launch service only and does not include provision of 
replacement satellite. 

39. 'Replacement Satellite means a satellite that is manufactured, launched and Delivered by 
ANTRIX because of Launch Failure or Satellite Failure of PS1 or PS2. Terms for replacement 
satellite vary depending on whether it is PS t or PS2, according to this agreement. 

40. 'Representatives' of a Person mean the officers, directors, employees, agents, counsel, 
accountants, financial advisors, consultants and other representatives of such Person. 

41. 'Total Satellite Failure' means the failure of satellites as described in Article 3 (m), Article 5 
(c), and 5 (d). 

42. 'SLA" means the Service Level Agreements as set down in Exhibit A. 
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43. 'Subsidiary' means any Person or entity (whether incorporated or not) in which the Company, 
directly or indirectly through Subsidiaries or otherwise, beneficially owns more than fifty 
percent (50%) of either the equity Interests in, or the voting control of, such Person. 

44. 'Taxes' means all taxes, levies, social security contributions, duties, imposts, charges and 
withholding of any nature whatsoever, however denominated, including any interest, penalties 
or additions to tax that may become payable in respect thereof, imposed by any governmental 
body, which taxes shall include, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, all income 
taxes, payroll and employee withholding taxes, sales and use taxes, excise taxes, gross 
receipts taxes, occupation taxes, real and personal property taxes, stamp taxes, transfer 
taxes, workmen's compensation taxes and other obligations of the same or a similar nature 
now or in the future, under applicable Law. 

45. 'Transponder Characteristics' means the characteristics for the transponders on a satellite 
provided in Exhibit A. 

46. 'Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee" means upfront monies paid by DEVAS to ANTRIX at the 
start or during the Delivery Period to reserve future capacity on either PS1 or PS2. 
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receipts taxes, occupaHon taxes, real and personal property taxes, stamp taxes, transfer 
taxea, wor1aTIen'. compensation taxes and other obligations of the same or a similar natura 
now or in the tuture, under applicable Law. 

45. "Transponder ChanlCteristica" means the characteristics for the transponders on a satellite 
provided In Exhibit A. 

46. ·Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee" means upfront monies paid by DEVAS to ANTRIX at the 
start or during the Delivery Period to reserve future capacity on either PSi or PS2. 
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EXHIBIT A 
TO 

AGREEMENT NO. ANTX/203/DEVAI3r2005 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE AND OTHER SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE LEASED SPACE 

SEGMENT CAPACITY ON DEVAS SPACECRAFT 

1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

2. C x S PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

3. S x C PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4. SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS (SLAB) 
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4 

1.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

1.1 APPLICABILITY 

M performance requirements specified in Exhibit A shall be met at ail times for the duration of 
the DEVAS' utilization of PS-1 and PS-2 as specified in the Agreement it shall be possible to 
operate all transponders at all times, including during eclipse and during station keeping 
and/or attitude control maneuvers. 

1.2 Spacecraft Design 

The design and manufacture of the PS-1, shall take Into account With adequate margins, the 
operations of the satellite In the space environment, the redundancy and high reliability 
requirements, safe modes operations, etc over the satellite design life. 

1.3 RELIABILITY 

The satellite shall be designed and fabricated so that the estimated probability of meeting the 
payload functional requirements shall be greater than 0.87 after initial period of t80 days and 
greater than 0.75 over the orbital maneuver life. 

1.4 STAT IONKEEPI NG 

The PS-1 shall be maintained on an equatorial orbit at the nominal longitude of 83 degree E. 
ANTRIX shall perform ail necessary station keeping maneuvers so that the latitude and 
longitude of the satellite shall be maintained during its orbital maneuver life and at the nominal 
position of 83 degree E to within the following values. 

Latitude error (orbit inclination', North/South Station keeping): +1- 0.1 degree 
maximum of the equatorial plane 
Longitude error (East/West Station keeping). +1- 0.1 degree maximum of the 
longitude 

Performance of the station keeping maneuvers shall not cause any degradation of the 
specified communications payload performance. 

1.5 DEFINITION OF SPACECRAFT AXES 

For the purpose of these specifications, the satellite axes are defined as fixed within the 
satellite. When the satellite is In the operational configuration in the geosynchronous orbit, the 
positive yaw axis is nominally in the orbital plane and directed towards the center of the Earth; 
the positive roll axis is nominally in the orbital plane in the direction of orbital motion; and the 
positive pitch axis in nominally normal to the orbital plane and directed towards the South. 

1.6 ANTENNA POINTING ERROR 

The design of the spacecraft shall provide for controlling the maximum (3 sigma) antenna 
pointing errors to within the limits shown in Table 1.5 below: 

Table 1.5 

ANTENNA POINTING ERROR LIMITS
AXIS SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 

NORMAL MODE STATION KEEPING MODE 

Pitch (East/West) +1- 0.15 deg. +1- 0.20 deg. 
Roil (North/South) +1- 0.15 deg. +1- 0.20 
Yaw (referred to the equator) +1- 0.20 deg_ +1- 0.25 
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1.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

1.1 APPLICABILITY 

All performance reqtJirementa specified in Exhibit A shall be met at an times for the dUration of 
the DEVAS' utilization of PS-1 and PS-2 81 specified in the Agreement It shall be possible to 
operate aR transponders at aM Umes, including during eclipse and during station keeping 
and/or attitude control maneuvers. 

1.2 Spacecraft Design 

The design and manufacture of the PS-1, shall take Into account WIth adequate matgins, the 
operations of the satellite In the space environment, the redundancy and high reliabHity 
requirements, safe modes operations, etc over the satellite design life. 

1.3 RELIABILITY 

The satellite shall be designed and fabricated so that the estimated probability of meeting the 
payload functional requll'ementa shall be greater than 0.97 after initial period of tao days and 
greater than 0.75 over the 0Itl1ta1 maneuver life. 

1.4 STATIONKEEPING 

The P8-1 shaU be maintained on an equatorial orbit at the nominal longitude of 83 degree E. 
ANTRIX shaU perform all necessary station keeping maneuvers so that the latitude and 
longitude of the satellite shall be mailtalned during Ita orbital maneuver life and at the nominal 
position of 83 degree E to within the following values: 

Latitude enor (Olbit inclination; NorthlSouth Station keeping>: +/. 0.1 degree 
maximum of the equatorial plane 
Longitude error (EastIv\Iest Station keeping): +/- 0.1 degree maximum of the 
longitude 

PerfOrmance of the slation keeping maneuvers shall not cause any degradation of the 
specitied communications payload performance. 

1.5 DEFINITION OF SPACECRAFT AXES 

For the plrPose of these specifications, the satellite axes are ddned as fixed within the 
satellite. When the satellite Is In the operational configuration in the geosynchronous omit, the 
positive yaw axil II nominally In the orbital plane and clreoted towanSs the center of the Earth; 
the positNe roll axis is nominally In the orbital plane In the dlnJdion of orbital mob; and the 
positive pitch axis in nominally normal to the orbital plane and clrected towards the South. 

1.6 ANTENNA POINTING ERROR 

The design of the spacecraft shag provide for controDIng the maximum (3 sigma> antema 
pointing errors to within the limits shown In Table 1.5 below: 

Table 1.5 

ANTENNA POINTING ERROR LIMITS 
AXIS SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 

NORMAL MODE STATION KEEPING MODE 

Pitch (EastNVest) +/. 0.15 deg. +/- 0.20 deS. 
Roll (NorthISouth) +/- 0.15 deg. +/- 0.20 
Yaw (referred to the equator) +1- 0.20deQ +/- 0.25 
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The above indicated values shall be used in conjunction with the coverage requirements of 
Sections 2 and 3 of this specification to establish the necessary antenna coverage. 

1.7 ECLIPSE OPERATIONS 

All of the PS-1 transponder capacity shall be capable of operating within its specified 
characteristics and performance dining the eclipse period over the orbital design life time. 

1.8 ORBITAL DESIGN LIFE 

All spacecraft components/units, sub-system and systems shall be designed with adequate 
margin for a minimum design life of 15 years. 

1.9 ORBITAL MANEUVER LIFE (OML) 

The orbital maneuver life (OML) shall be for a minimum of 12 years. 

2.0 C x S COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE 

The communication payload performance specifications given in this Section are applicable to 
the CxS1 to CxS5 transponders of PS-1. Except for frequency and channelization plan as 
given In section 2.1, all the other specifications in Section 2 are applicable to both PS1 and 
PS2 satellites. 

2.1 FREQUENCY AND CHANNEUZATION PLAN 

The communication payload shall be in the frequency bands given below: 

Uplink: 5850 — 5930 MHz (Feeder Links) 
Downlink: 2550 — 2630 MHz 

The transmission channels and their center frequencies shall be as given in Table 2.1.1 (a) 
and (b) for the Primary satellite and Spare satellite respectively. The channels shall have 
usable bandwidth of 8.1 MHz for DEVAS 

Table 2.1.1 (a) 

COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD FREQUENCY PLAN 
(CHANNEL CENTER FREQUENCIES) 

PS1 SATELLITE 

CHANNEL NO. UPLINK/DOWNLINK (MHz) MINIMUM USABLE 
BANDWIDTH FOR 

DEVAS(MHz) (Note) 
Cx S 1 5865/2565 8.1 
CxS2 5875/2575 8.1 
CxS3 5875/2575 8.1 
CxS4 588512585 8.1 
CxS5 5865/2565 8.1 
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The above indicated values shall be used in ~unction with the coverage requirements of 
Sections 2 and 3 of this apecification to eslabtish the necessary antenna coverage. 

1.7 ECLIPSE OPERATIONS 

AI of the P8-1 transponder capacly ahal be capable of operating within itS apecified 
ct1aracterl8tiC8 and performance during the ecftpae period over the orbital design life time. 

1.8 ORBITAL DESIGN LIFE 

All spacecraft componentslunlts, sub-system and systeml shal be designed with adequate 
margin for a minimum design ife of 15 years. 

1.9 ORBITAL MANEUVER LIFE (OML) 

The orbital maneuver life (OML) shall be for a minimum of 12 years. 

2.0 ex S COMMUNlCAnON PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE 

The communication payload performance spec:iflcations given In this Section are applicable to 
the CXS1 to CxS5 transpond81S of P8-t Except for frequency and ct1annelization plan as 
given In section 2.1, al the other specifieations in Section 2 are applicable to bott1 PS1 and 
PS2 sateDites. 

2.1 FREQUENCY AND CHANNELIZATION PLAN 

The communication payload shall be in the frequency bands given below: 

Uplink: !5850 - 5930 MHz (Feeder Links) 
Downlink: 2550 - 2630 MHz 

The transmission channels and their center frequendes sllall be as given In Table 2.1.1 (a) 
and (b) for the Primary satel6te and Spare satellte respectively. The channels shall have 
usable bandwidth of 8.1 MHz for DEVAS 

Table 2.1 .1 (a) 

COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD FREQUENCY PlAN 
(CHANNEl CENTER FREQUENCIES) 

PS1 SATELLITE 

CHANNEL NO. UPLlNK/DOWNlINK (MHz) MINIMUM USABLE 
BANDWIDTH FOR 

DEVAS(MHz) (Note) 
CxS1 586612666 8.1 
CXS2 587512575 8.1 
CxS3 587512575 8.1 
CxS4 588512585 8.1 
CxS5 586512565 8.1 
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Table 2.1.1 (b) 
COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD FREQUENCY PLAN 

(CHANNEL CENTER FREQUENCIES) 
PS2 SATELLITE 

CHANNEL NO. UPLINK/DOWNLINK (MHz) MINIMUM USABLE 
BANDWIDTH FOR 

DEVAS(MHz) (Note) 
CxS 1 590512605 8. t 
CxS2 5915/2615 8.1 
CxS3 5915/2615 8. t 
CxS4 5925/2625 8.1 
CxS5 5905/2605 8.1 

The optimization of spot beam coverage given in section 2.2 and down link center frequencies 
in S-band for each spot beam will be finalized in coordination with ISRO/Antrix. 

Note: Reference Article 3.e of the Agreement, the pdditional usable bandwidth for ISRO 
purposes in each of the ten channels given in Tables 2.1.1 (a) and (b) is 0.9 MHz. This 
additional usable bandwidth for ISRO is over and above the minimum usable bandwidth 
assigned for DEVAS. 

2.2 COVERAGE 

The coverage requirements shall be met for all the antenna beam pointing and satellite 
position errors. 

2.2.1 Satellite Receive Coverage 

For all the transponder (CxS1 to CxS5), the satellite receive coverage shall be ail India beam 
(main land India). 

2.2.2 Transmit Coverage 

The transmit coverage shall be through five spot beams BCS1 to BCS5 as given in Fig. 2.2.2 
and Table 2.2.2. The spot beam edge of coverage corresponds to 36 dB gain contour shown 
in Fig 2.2,2, 
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Table 2.1.1 (b) 
COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD FREQUENCY PLAN 

(CHANNEL CENTER FREQUENCIES) 
PS2 SATELLITE 

CHANNEL NO. UPlINKIOOWNlINK (MHz) MINIMUM USABLE 
BANDWIDTH FOR 

DEVAS(MHz) (Note) 
CxS1 590512805 8.1 
CxS2 591512616 8.1 
CxS3 591512615 8.1 
CxS4 592512626 8.1 
CXS5 590512605 8.1 

The optimization of spot beam coverage given in section 2.2 and down Unk center frequencies 
in S-band for each spot beam wiD be finalized in coordination with ISRO/Antrix. 

Note: Reference ArtIcle 3.e of the Agreement. tie additional usable bandWidth for ISRO 
pwposes in each of the ten channels given in Tables 2.1.1 (8) and (b) is 0.9 MHz. This 
additional ulable bandwidth for ISRO II over and above the minimum usable bandwidth 
assigned for DEVAS. 

2.2 COVERAGE 

The coverage reql.iremenls shal be met for al the antenna beam pointing and satellite 
position 8frOri. 

2.2.1 SateHite Receive Coverage 

For all the transponder (CxS 1 to CxS6). tile satellite receive coverage shaU be aD India beam 
(main land India). 

2.2.2 Transmit Coverage 

The transmit coverage shaH be through five spot beams BCS1 to BCS5 as given in Fig. 2.2.2 
and Table 2.2.2. The spot beam edge of coverage corresponds to 36 dB gain contour shown 
in Fig 2.2.2. 
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Figure 2.2.2 
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TABLE 2.2 

C x $ Transponder Transmit S-Band Spot Beam Coordinates 

Spot Beam Approximate Beam Center Coordinates 
Designation 

Longitude Latitude 
Deg E Deg N 

BCS 1 78 3t 
BCS2 92 25 
BCS3 73 2t 
BCS4 83 2t 
BCS5 78 t 3 

NOTE: The optimization of spot beam coverage given in sections 2.2 and 3.2 and down link 
center frequencies in S-band for each spot beam will be finalized in coordination with 
ISRO/Antrix. 

2.2.3 Beam Spatial isolation 

The edge of coverage to edge of coverage spatial isolation between the beams BCSt and 
BCS5 and between beams BCS2 and BCS3 shall be a minimum of t8 dB. 

2.3 POLARIZATION 

The feeder up-link signals at C-band shall operate in the linear polarization as defined below: 

Receive E field vector shall be linear vertical defined as being parallel to the spacecraft's 
nominal pitch axis. 

The polarization alignment performance of the antennas for any and all points within the 
polarization ellipse shall not deviate from the direction parallel (horizontal) or orthogonal 
(vertical) to the Earth's equatorial plane, as applicable, by more than 0.6 degree in the 
presence of all pointing errors and maneuvers. 

The transmit E-field vector for the downlink signals in S-band shall be in Right Hand Circular 
Polarization (RHCP). 

The sense of circular polarization is as per the ITU Radio Regulation (t990), Article 1, RR 
148. 

The polarization axial ratio over each of the spot beams BCSt to BCS5 shall be less than 2.5 
dB. 

The polarization isolation of feeder links will be a minimum of 26 dB over Indian main land. 

2.4 GAIN 

2.4.1 Saturation Flux Density and Channel Gain Settings 

When any and all channels are set to the maximum gain and the spacecraft is illuminated with 
a flux density of -924/- 2 dBW/m2 at the center frequency of that channel, by a single carrier 
of appropriate polarization in the direction of minimum antenna gain anywhere in the uplink 
coverage area, the output power amplifier in that channel shad be driven to saturation. 

Provision shall be made to permit setting of channel gain for each channel by ground 
command, by inserting a variable attenuator into the transmission path. For each of the 
channels CxS1 to CxS5 the variable attenuator may be in two units having variations between 
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TABLE 2.2 

C x S T .. nsponder Transmit S-8and Spot Beam CoordlnatH 

Spot Beam 
DMlgnltlon 

Approximate Bellm Centar CoordlnatH 

longitude 
DegE 

Latitude 
DegN 

BeS 1 78 3t 
BCS2 92 25 
BeS3 73 2t 
BCS4 83 2t 
BCS5 78 t3 

NOTE: The optimization of spot beam coverage given In sections 2.2 and 3.2 and down link 
center frequencies In S-band for each spot beam wiN be tlnalized In coordination with 
ISROIAntrix. 

2.2.3 Beam Spallallsolation 

The edge of coverage to edge of coverage spatial Isolation between the beams BCS t and 
BeSS and between beams BCS2 and BCS3 ShiN be a minimum of t8 dB. 

2.3 POLARIZATION 

The feeder up-link signats at C-band shall operate In the linear polarization as defined below: 

Receive E field vector shaD be linear \lertical defined as being paraNee to the spacecraft's 
nominal pilch axis. 

The polarization aligrment petformance of the antennas for any and aN points within the 
polartzation eMlpse shaM not deviate from the direction parallel (horizontaQ Of orthogonal 
(verUcaI) to the Earth's equatorial plane, as applicable, by more than 0.6 degree In the 
presence of aN pointing errors and maneuvers. 

The transmit E-field vector for the downDnk Signals in S-band shall be In Right Hand Circular 
PolariZation (RHCP). 

The sense of circular polariZation Is as per the ITU RadIO Regulation (t990), Micle 1, RR 
t48. 

The polartzation axial ratio oyer each of the spot beams BCS t to BeSS shall be less than 2.5 
dB. 

The polarization Isolation of feeder linkS will be a minimum of 26 dB over Indian main land. 

2.4 GAIN 

2.4.1 Saturation Flux Density and Channel Gain Settings 

When any and aM channers are set to the malClmum gain and the spacecraft Is INuminated with 
a flux density of -92+1- 2 dBW/m2 at the center frequency of that channel, by a single carrier 
of appropriate polarization In the direction of minimllTl antenna gain anywhere In the uplink 
coverage area, the output power ampifter in that channel ahal be driven to saturation. 

Pnwlsion shall be made 10 permit setting of channel gain for each chaMeI by ground 
command, by Inaerting a variable attenuator Into the lranemlsslon path. For each of the 
channels CxS t to ClCS5 the variable attenuator may be In two units having venations between 
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0 and 12 dB in one step of 5 db and in seven steps of 1 dB each. . For any setting of the 
attenuator the tolerance shall be within +/- 1 dB of its nominal value. 

24.2. Small Signal Gain Stability 

The change in small signal gain at the center frequency of each transmission channel due to 
an causes, excluding antenna pointing stability, shall not exceed 2 dB peek to peak over any 
operating day, and +1-2 db over the lease period. 

2.5 RECEIVE SYSTEM GAIN-TO-NOISE TEMPERATURE (G/l) RATIO 

The receiver G/T of any channel, measured at any frequency within the receive band and 
anywhere within the uplink coverage area shall not be lower than — 5 dINK for channels CxS1 
to CxS5 under all channel loading and gain setting conditions. 

The above value of the Gil' ratio Is referred to the interface between receive antenna and the 
pre-amplifiers. The noise temperature involved in this ratio is the total system noise 
temperature, which includes the noise received by the antenna when property oriented in orbit 
which shall be taken as 300 deg. K, the noise of the pre-amplifier, and the noise of all 
preceding and succeeding elements in the transmission channel. 

2.6 TRANSMIT EIRP 

The following minimum transmit EIRP levels per channel over the respective coverage areas 
shall be provided over the orbital maneuver life for ❑EVAS use. 

EIRP for channels CxS1 to CxS5: 56 dBW (mm.) 

The above EIRP values include variations due to all antenna pointing errors defined in 
Section 1.5 and position errors. . 

2.7 GAIN FLATNESS 

2 7 1 In-Band Frequency Response 

The EIRP of any of the transmission channels at any specific point within the antenna 
coverage beam shall not vary by more than 1.5 dB peak to peak over the entire usable 
bandwidth when illuminated with a signal at saturation flux density level and shall not vary by 
more than 2 dB peak to peak when Illuminated by a signal at a flux density 10 dB below 
saturation level. This frequency response shall include the transmit and receive antennas. 

2.7.2 Gain Flatness Stability 

The change in the gain flatness is defined as the residual change in frequency response after 
subtracting the gain change at the center frequency of the transmission channel. The 
residual change shall not exceed 0.5 dB peak to peak over the usable bandwidth of the 
channels. This specification applies over the leased period, as welt as over any operating day 
including eclipse operations, measured at any fixed point within the coverage area. 

2.7.3 Gain Slope Total 

The maximum gain slope within the usable bandwidth of any transmission channel shall not 
exceed 0.5 c113/100 KHz over the usable bandwidth when the corresponding channel is 
illuminated at the saturation flux density. The total gain slope is the performance of the 
complete channel including the receive and transmit antennas. 
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o and 12 dB in one step of 5 If) and in seven steps of 1 dB eaetl . . For any setting of the 
atter.Jator the tolerance shall be within +'- 1 dB of its nominal vaiue. 

2.4.2. Small Signal Gain Stability 

The change In srnall Signal gain at the center frequency of eaetl transml88lon etlann.1 due to 
al causes, excluding antenna pointing stability, shal not exceed 2 dB peek to peak r:Nef any 
operating day, and +'-2 db over the lease period. 

2.5 RECEIVE SYSTEM GAIN-TO-NOISE TEMPERATURE (GIl) RAno 

The receiver GIT of any channel, measured at any frequency within the receive band and 
anywhere within the upUnk COVerB!J8 area shaM not be lower than - 5 dBIK for etlannels CXS1 
to CxS5 under al channelloacling and gain setting oondtiona. 

The above value of the GIT ratio Is referred to the interface between receive antenna and the 
pre-amplifiers. The noise temperature involved in this ratio Is the total system noise 
temperature, whictl Includes the noise received by the antenna when properly oriented in orbit 
which shall be taken lIS 300 deg. K, the noise of the pre-amplifi.r, and the noise of all 
preceding and succeeding elements in the transmission etlannel. 

2.6 TRANSMIT EIRP 

The following minimum transmit EIRP levels per channel over the respective coverage areas 
shall be provided over the orbital maneuver life for DEVAS use. 

EIRP for channels CXS1 to CxS5: 58 dBW (min.) 

The above EIRP values include variations due to al antenna pointing errors defined in 
Section 1.5 and position errors .. 

2.1 GAIN FLATNESS 

2.7.1 In-Band Frequency Response 

Th. EIRP of any of the transmiaalon etlannels at any speclflc point wi1t1in the aratenna 
coverage beam shall not vary by more than 1.5 dB peak to peak over the entire usable 
bandwidth when iUuminllted with a signe! at aaturation flux denaity level and shall not vary by 
more than 2 dB peak to peak when IDlminated by a signal at a flux density 10 dB below 
saIlntion level. This frequency response shall include the transmit and receive antennas. 

2.7.2 GaIn Flatnel8 StabUIty 

The change in the gain flatness is defined 88 the residual etlange in frequency response after 
subtracting the gain change at .... center frequency of the transmiMion etlannel. The 
residual etlange shall not exceed 0.5 dB peak to peak olo'er the usable bandwidltt of the 
channels. This speciftcation applies over the leased period, as well as over any operating clay 
including eclips. operations, measured at any fixecl point within the coverage area. 

2.7.3 Gain Slope Total 

The maximum gain slope within the usable bandwidth of any transmission channel ahal not 
exceed 0.5 dBl100 KHz over the usable bandwidth when the COffespond'lng etlannel is 
iRuminated at the saturation flux density. The total gain Slope is the perfonnance of the 
complete channel including the receive and transmit antennas. 
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2.8 AM-PM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

The AM-PM transfer coefficient measured with two carriers having an amplitude difference of 
up to 20 dB, with the larger carrier amplitude modulated to a depth of 1 dB shall meet the 
requirements given in Table- 2.8. t under the following conditions: 

a. With any frequency separation between carriers within the channel bandwidth to a 
minimum of 0.3 MHz. 

b. At any frequency within the transmission channel. 
c. With any modulating frequency up to 2 MHz, but not more than one third of the 

frequency separation between the two carriers. 

Table 2.8.1 

AM-PM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Total Flux Density of two carriers below the 
single carrier saturation flux density 

AM-PM Transfer Coefficient (Deg./dB) 

0 dB 7.5 
3 dB 8.5 
6 dB 8.5 
9 dB 7.5 
12dB 5.0 
14 dB 3.0 

The AM-PM transfer coefficient in the condition of a single carrier saturation shall not exceed 
10 deg /dB. 

2.9 LINEARITY 

2.9.1 Linearity of the Receive Section 

The ratio of carrier to each third order intermodulation product in the receiver section shall be 
as given in Table 2.10.1 when the spacecraft is illuminated with two equal amplitude carriers. 

Table 2.9.1 

THIRD ORDER INTERMODULATION PERFORMANCE OF COMMON INPUT SECTION 

Flux density at the spacecraft for each of two 1
carriers (dBW/m2) 

Third order intermodulation level (dBc) 

-75 - 50 

2.9.2 Linearity of the Complete Transmission Channel 

When any channel of the spacecraft is illuminated by two equal amplitude RF carriers, the 
level of the intermodulatlon product shall be as given In Table 2.9.2. The performance shall be 
met with any separation of the carriers with a minimum of tO0 KHz, but within the usable 
bandwidth of the channels. 

Table 2.9.2 

THIRD ORDER INTERMODULATION LEVELS 

Flux density of each of two carriers, below the 
single carrier saturation flux density 

Third Order Interrnodulation Level (dBc) 

3 dB 
6 dB 
10 dB 
17 dB 

-10 dB 
-12 dB 
- 16dB 
-26 dB 
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2.8 AM-PM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

TIle AM-PM transfer coeflk:lent measured wfth two carr1efs having an amplitude difference of 
up Ie 20 dB, with the larger carrier amplitude modulated to a depth of 1 dB shall meet the 
requirements given in Table- 2.8. t under the foDowing conditions: 

i!. Wrth any frequency separation between carriers within the channel bandwidth to a 
minimum of 0.3 MHz. 

b. At any frequency within the transmission channel. 
c. With any modulating frequency up to 2 MHz, but not more than one third of the 

frequency separation between the two canier8. 

Table 2.8.1 

AM-PM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SPECIACATIONS 

Total Flux Density of two carriers below the AM-PM Transfer Coefficient (Deg.fdB) 
slnale carrier saturation flux density 

OdB 7.5 
3dB 8.5 
6dB 8.5 
9d8 7.5 
12dB 5.0 
14 dB 3.0 

The AM·PM transfer coetlcient in the condition of a single carrier aaturation shaM not exceed 
10 deg I dB. 

2.9 LINEARITY 

2.9.1 Unearity of the Receive Section 

The ratio of carrier to each l1ird order intermodulation product in the race;.,er section shall be 
as given In Table 2.10.1 when the spacecraft is illunmated with two equal amplitude carriers. 

Table 2.9.1 

THIRD ORDER INTERMODULATION PERFORMANCE OF COMMON INPUT SECTION 

Flux density lit the spacecraft for each of two Third order Interrnodulation level (dBc) 
carriens (dBWIm2) 

·75 ·50 

2.9.2 Unearlty of the Complete Transmission Channel 

When any channel of the spacecraft Is illuminated by two equal amplitude RF carriers, the 
level of the intermodulation procIuct shaD be as given In Table 2.9.2. TIle performance Shall be 
met wah any sep8f8tion of the camera with a minimum of tOO KHz, but within the usable 
bandwidth of the channels. 

Table 2.9.2 

THIRD ORDER INTERMODULATION lEVELS 

Flux density of each of two carriers, below the Third Order Intermodulation Level (dBc) 
single carrier saturation flux density 

3dB ·10dB 
6dB ·12dB 
10dB ·16dB 
17 dB ·26 dB 

MotAm 
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2.10 OVER-DRIVE CAPABILITY 

Ail the channels shall be designed to withstand for a maximum period of two hours, without 
subsequent degradation of performance over specified life time, single or multi carrier 
Illumination flux densities up to 10 dB in excess of those required for transmission channel 
saturation at the lowest gain setting. Affected channel performance specifications need not be 
met during condition of over-drive. 

2.11 GROUP DELAY 

The following group delay specifications shall be met over the usable bandwidth of the 
channels when the spacecraft is Illuminated with flux densities equal to or less than that 
required lo produce saturation. With the adjacent channels tumed ON, the group delay 
specifications shall be met over the middle 60% of the usable bandwidth of each channel. All 
the group delay values are relative with respect to the value at the center of the channel. 

2.11.1 Input Group Delay 

The input group delay measured between the input to the transmission channel including the 
receive antenna, and the output of the demulttplexer shall fall below the curves shown in 
values shown in Table 2.11.1 for channels CxS1 to CxS5. 

Table 2.11.1 

INPUT GROUP DELAY 

Frequency from Band Center (MHz) Relative Group Delay in Nanoseconds 
0 0 

4.5 80 

2.11.2 Total Group Delay 

The total channel group delay Including contribution from the transmit and receive antennas 
shall fall below the values shown in Table 2.11.2 for Channels CxS1 to CxS5. 

Table 2.112 

TOTAL GROUP DELAY 

Frequency from Band Center (MHz) Relative Group Delay in Nanoseconds 
0 0 

4.5 125 

2.11.3 Total Group Delay Ripple 

The total group delay ripple over each transmission channel Including receive and transmit 
antennas shall not exceed 3 nsec peak to peak over the usable bandwidth, under at gain 
settings. 

2.11.4 Group Delay Stability 

Long and short term variation in group delay normal operations including eclipse shall not 
exceed +1- 5 nsec over the usable bandwidth. 

2.12 FREQUENCY CONVERSION 

The CxS1 lo CxS5 channels shall receive the signals In the 6 GHz frequency band and 
translate them to the 2.5 GHz band by a net frequency translation of 3300 MHz. 
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2.10 OVER-ORIVE CAPABILITY 

All the channels shall be designed to withstand for a maximum period of two hours, withOut 
subaequent degradation of performance over specIfted life time, single or multi carrier 
Nlumlnatlon ~ux densities up to 10 dB in excess of those requred for tJ'anlml8ll1on channel 
salureticn at the lowest gain setting. Affected channel perfonnance specifications need no1 be 
met during condition of over-drive. 

2.11 GROUP DELAY 

The (allowing group delay speciftcations shaD be met over the usable bandwidth of the 
channels when the spacecraft is Inuminated with nux densities equal 10 or less than that 
required 10 produce saturation. With the adjaoen1 channels turned ON, the !J'Oup delay 
specifications shaN be mel over 1he middle 60% of the usable bandwidth of each channel. AI 
the group delay values are relative with respect to the value at the center of the channel. 

2.11.1 Input Group Delay 

The Input group delay meaaured between the Input to 1he transmission channef inchAdlng the 
receive antenna, and the output of the demultlplelC8r shall fall below the curves shown in 
values shown in Table 2.11 .1 for channels CxS110 CxS5. 

Table 2.11.1 

INPUT GROUP DELAY 

Frequency from Band Center (MHz) Relative Group Delay in Nanoseconds 
o 

4.5 

2.11.2 Total Group Delay 

o 
80 

The 10tal channel group delay Induding contrtbutkln from the transmit and receive antennas 
shaH fall below the values shown in Table 2.11.2 for Channels CxS1 to CxS5. 

Table 2.112 

TOTAL GROUP DElAY 

Frequency from Band Center (MHz) 
o 

4.5 

2.11.3 Total Group Delay Ripple 

RelatIVe Group Defay In Nanoseconds 
o 

125 

The total group delay ripple over each 1ransmission channel Including receive and transmit 
antennas shall not exceed 3 nsec peak 10 peak over 1he usable bandwidth, under 81 gain 
settings. 

2.11 .-4 Group Delay Stability 

Long and short 1erm variation in group delay normal operations including eclipse shaN no1 
exceed +1- 5 nsec over the usable bandwidth. 

2.12 FREQUENCY CONVERSION 

The CxS1 10 CxS5 channels shall receive the signals In the 6 GHz frequency band and 
translate 1hem to the 2.5 GHz band by a net frequency translation of 3300 MHz. 
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There shall be no frequency Inversions during these frequency translations. The net 
translation error including initial tolerance shall not exceed +/- 25 KHz over the lease period of 
the spacecraft. The net translation error over one month, over the daily temperature variation 
excluding eclipse effect, shall not exceed +1- 2.5 KHz and +1- 5 KHz over design life. The net 
translation error over a thirty day period during the eclipse season shall not exceed +/- 6 KHz. 

The single sideband phase noise level induced on a carrier at he following separations from 
the carrier shall not exceed the values given below. 

100 Hz: 
1 KHz: 
100 KHz: 

- 62 dBc 
- 80 dlite 
- 94 dBc 

The composite frequency modulation caused by the sum of all discrete and continuous 
spectral components shall not exceed a value of 40 Hz rrns when Integrated over the 
bandwidth of t00 Hz to 10 KHz. 

2.13 NARROW-BAND OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE 

2.13. t Narrow-Band Receive Out-of-Band Response. 

This parameter is measured between the input to the transmission channel including the 
receive antenna and the output of the Demultiplexer filter, and shall not exceed the values 
given in Table 2.13.1. 

Table 2.13.1 

TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY FROM THE BAND 
CATER 

MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND 
RESPONSE 

CxS1 to CxS5 +1- 6 MHz 
+/- 9 MHz 
+/-12 MHz and beyond 

- 20 dB 
-55 dB 
-65 dB 

2.13.2 Narrow-Band Transmit Out-of-Band Response 

This parameter is measured between the Input to the driver/power amplifier and the output of 
the transmit channel, including the transmit antenna, and shall not exceed the values given In 
Table 2.13.2. 

Table 2.13.2 

NARROW-BAND TRANSMIT OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE 

TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY FROM THE BAND 
CATER 

MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND 
RESPONSE 

CxS1 TO CxS5 +/- 9 MHz 
+1-12 MHz & Beyond 

-15 dB 
- 30 dB 

2.13.3 Wide Band Receive Out-of —Band Response 

Band pass pre-select filters shall be provided prior to the switch at the input to the C-Band 
receivers and shall have responses as given in Table 2.14.3, beyond the range of usable 
bandwidth. 
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There ahaIl be no frequency Inversions during these frequency translations. The net 
translation error including initiel tolerance shall not exceed +/- 25 KHz over the lease period 01 
the spacecraft. The net translation error over one month, over the dally temperature variation 
excluding eclipse etfed, shall not exceed +/- 2.5 KHz and +/- 5 KHz over design life. The net 
translation error over a thirty day period during the eclipse season shall not exceed +/- 6 KHz. 

The single sideband phase noise level Induced on a carner at he fOHowlng separations from 
the carTier shall not exceed the values given below: 

100 Hz: 
1 KHz: 
100 KHz: 

- 62dBc 
-80dBe 
-94dBe 

The composite frequency modulation caused by the sum of all dlsc:rete and continuous 
spectral components shall not exceed a value 01 40 Hz nns when integrated over the 
bandwidth 01 tOO Hz to 10 KHz. 

2.13 NARROW-BAND OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE 

2.13. t Narrow-Band Receive Out-of-Band Response. 

this parameter Is measured between the Input to the transmission channel including the 
receive antenna and the output of the Demultiplexer flllar, and shaH not exceed the values 
giVen in Table 2.13.1 . 

T8I)Ie 2.13.1 

TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY FROM THE BAND MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND 
CATER RESPONSE 

CXS1 to CxS5 +/-8 MHz -20dB 
+/- 9 MHz -55 dB 
+/-12 MHz and beyond -65 dB 

2.13.2 Narrow-Band Transmit Out-of-Band Response 

This parameter is measured between the Input to the driver/power amplifier and the output of 
the transmit channel, including the transmit antenna, and shall not exceed the values given In 
Table 2.13.2. 

Table 2.13.2 

NARROW-BAND TRANSMIT OUT -OF-BAND RESPONSE 

TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY FROM THE BAND MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND 
CATER RESPONSE 

CxS1 TO CxS5 +/- 9 MHz -15 dB 
+/-12 MHz & Beyonet - 30 dB 

2.13.3 WItte Band Receive Out-of -Band Response 

Band pass pre-select filters shall be provided priOr to the switch at the input to the C-Band 
receivers and shall have responses 88 given in Table 2.14.3, beyond the range 01 usable 
bandwidth. 
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Table 2.13.3 

WIDE BAND RECEIVE OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE 

Rx. FREQUENCY BAND MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND RESPONSE 

5800 MHz 
5980 MHz 

5860-5890 MHz 
5900-5930 MHz 

5750MHZ 
8050 MHz 

2550 MHz 
3680 MHz 

-20 dB 
- 20 db 

Pass Band (PS1) 
Pass Band (PS2) 

-30 dB 
-30 dB 

- 130 dB 
-100 dB 

2.14 SPURIOUS OUTPUTS 

The spurious outputs include all unwanted products, both passive as well as those resulting 
from frequency conversion stages, image frequencies and leakages. The total power 
resulting from the sum of all spurious signals measured at the input to the transmit antenna 
shall not exceed —55 dBW in any t.0 MHz band and —60 dBW In any 4 KHz band, over the 
usable frequency bands of 2550-2655 MHz. 

The total power sum of all harmonics of the communication signals resulting from the 
operation of any of the transmission channels at the input to the transmit antenna shall be 
less than — 40dBc. 

The Intermodulation product from a single carrier with any harmonic of the receiver 
conversion frequency shall be at least 60 dB below the single carrier, which is saturating the 
channel. The above shall be met with the variable attenuator being set at the maximum value 
in the channel In which the test carrier is present as well as the channels in which the 
spurious products are being observed. The channel in which the spurious product appears 
shall not be loaded, 

2.15 REDUNDANCY AND SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

The redundancy for the DEVAS payload equipment shall be as shown in Table 2.15. 

TABLE 2.15 

REDUNDANCY FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD EQUIPMENT 

C-band Receivers 
S-band TWTAs 

2 for 1 
3 for 2 and 4 for 31 

Switching off the active unit and switching on the redundant unit shall be performed by ground 
command. The maximum duration of traffic interruption for the unaffected transponders shall 
not exceed four minutes. A telemetry signal shall confirm that the switching-off and switching-
on commands have been executed. AJI TWTAs shall have auto restart function 

2.16 CESSATION OF EMISSIONS 

It shall be possible to turn each individual Transponder channel ON or OFF by ground 
command. 
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Table 2.13.3 

WIDE BAND RECEIVE OUT-Of-BAND RESPONSE 

Rx. FREQUENCY BAND MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND RESPONSE 

6800 MHz - 20 dB 
~980 MHz -20db 

5860-5890 MHz Pas. Band (PS1) 
5900-~930 MHz Pass Band (PS2) 

5750MHz -30dB 
6050 MHz - 30 dB 

2550UHz -130 dB 
3680 MHz -100 dB 

2.14 SPURIOUS OUTPUTS 

The spurious outputs include all unwanted products, both passive 88 wei .. thole resulting 
from frequency conversion stages, image frequencies and leakages. The total power 
resulting from the sum of all spurious signals measured at the input to the transmit antenna 
shaD not exceed -5~ dBW In any t.O MHz band and ~ dBW In any 4 KHz band, over the 
usable frequency banda of 2550-2655 MHz. 

The total power sum of al hannonics of the communication Signals ,.aulting from the 
operation 01 any of the transmission channels at the input to the transmit antenna shall be 
Jeaa than - 4OdBc. 

The Intermodulallon product from a single carrier with any harmonic of the receiver 
conversion frequency shal be at least 60 dB below the lingle carrier, which is saturating the 
channel. The above shall be met with the variable attenuator being set at the maximum value 
in the channel In which the test carrier is present as wei as the channels in which the 
spurious products are being observed The channel In WhICh the spurious product appears 
shal not be loaded. 

2.15 REDUNlANCY AND SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

The redundancy for the oev AS payload eqtipment shall be as shown In Table 2.15. 

TABLE 2.15 

REDUNJANCY FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD EQUIPMENT 

C-band Receivers 
8-bandTWTAa 

2 for 1 
3 for 2 and 4 for 31 

Switching off the active unit and switching on the redundant unit shall be performed by ground 
corrvnand. The maximum duration of trafIic interruption for the unaffected transponders shall 
not exceed four minutes. A telemetry signal shall conftrm that the 8Witching-off and switching
on commands have been executed. All TWTAs shall have auto restart function. 

2.16 CESSATION OF EMISSIONS 

It shall be possible to tum each indIVIdual Tran8p)l"lw channel ON or OfF by ground 
command. 
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217 PERFORMANCE SHORTAGE 

The CxS payload together with the spacecraft bus shall provide uninterrupted performance 
over the duration of the lease as per the specifications given In the preceding sections. 

In the event of performance of the payload being below the specified levels, DEVAS will 
examine the Impact of the same on DEVAS services and will determine the usability or 
otherwise of 1he payload for DEVAS services. Amongst several critical parameters of the CXS 
transponders, the transmit EIRP values and the bandwidth per CxS transponder at the 
specified frequencies over specified coverage areas are of special nature and any shortage in 
performance of these parameters, in particular, will severely effect DEVAS services. 

2.18 INTERRUPTIONS 

There shall be no prolonged and/or recurring degradation in any of the CxS transponder 
performance leading to Interruptions to DEVAS services. . In the event of any Interruption to 
DEVAS services lasting longer than one minute and any recurring interruptions of even 
smaller durations and attributable to PS-1, ANTRIX shall provide within fifteen days, detailed 
analysis of the reasons for the occurrences of such Interruptions together with the remedial 
action taken to prevent such interruptions. 

3.0 S x C COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE 

The communication payload performance specifications given in this Section are applicable to 
the SxC1 to SxC5 transponders of PS-1. All the specifications In Section 3 are applicable to 
both Primary and spare satellite. 

3.1 FREQUENCY AND CHANNELIZATION PLAN 

The communication payload shall be in the frequency bands given below: 

Uplink band: 2670-2680 MHz 
Downlink band: 3680 — 3890 MHz (feeder finks) 

The transmission channels and their center frequencies shall be as given in Table 3.1. The 
channels shaft have minimum usable bandwidth of 2.7 MHz. 

Table 3.1 
COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD FREQUENCY PLAN 

(CHANNEL CENTER FREQUENCIES) 

CHANNEL NO. UPLINK/DOWNLINK (MHz) MINIMUM USABLE 
BANDWIDTH (MHz) 

SxC1 2671.6/3681.6 2.7 
SxC2 2674.9/3684.9 2.7 
SxC3 2674.9/3694.8 2.7 
SxC4 2678.2/3688.2 2.7 
SxC5 2671.6/3691.5 2.7 

The optimization of spot beam coverage given In section 3.2 and uplink center frequencies in 
S-band for each spot beam wit be finalized in coordination with ISRO/ANTRIX. 

Note: Reference Article 3.e of the Agreement the specific transmission parameters for sharing 
the SxC tranponders bandwidth for INSAT utilization will be worked out between DEVAS and 
ANTRIX. 

3.2 COVERAGE 

The coverage requirements shall be met for all the antenna beam pointing and satellite 
position errors,
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2.17 PERFORMANCE SHORTAGE 

The CxS payload together with the spacecraft bus shall provide uninterrupted performance 
over the duration of the lease as per the specifications given In lie preceding sections. 

In the event of performance of the payload being below the spedfled levels, DEVAS wiN 
examine the Impact of the same on DEVAS leMces and wli determine the usabilty or 
otherwise o11he payload for DEVAS services. Amongst several Critical parameters of the CXS 
transponders. the transmit EIRP values and the bandwidth per CxS transponder at the 
specified ffequenele8 OWIr specified coverage areas are of special nature and any shortage in 
performance of these parameters, in partlcular, wi. severely etrect: DEV AS services. 

2.18 INTERRUPTIONS 

There shall be no prolonged and/or recurring degraclation In any of the CxS transponder 
performance leading to Interruptions to DEVAS services .. In the event of any Interruption to 
DEVAS services lasting longer than one minute and any recurring intem.¢ons of even 
smaller durations and attributable to PS01, ANTRIX shall provide within fifteen days, detailed 
analysls of the reuons for the occurrences of such InterNpClons together with the remedial 
aCtiOn taken to prevent such interruptions. 

3.0 8 x C COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE 

The communication payload performance specifications given in this Section are applicable to 
the SXC1 to SxC5 tranaponclers ~ PS-1. ,.. the apecifications In Section 3 are applicable to 
both Primary and spare satellite. 

3.1 FREQUENCY AND CHANNELIZATION PLAN 

The c:ommunication payload shaH be in the frequency bands given below: 

Uplink band: 2670-2680 MHz 
Downlink band: 3880 - 3890 MHz (feeder Hnks) 

The transmission channels and their center frequencies shaft be al given in Table 3.1 . The 
channels shaH have minimum usable bandwidth 012.7 MHz. 

Table 3.1 
COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD FREQUENCY PLAN 

(CHANNEL CENTER FREQUENCIES) 

CHANNEL NO. UPLINKlDOWNLINK (MHz) MINIMUM USABLE 
BANDWIDTH (MHz) 

SxC1 2671.813681.8 2.7 
SxC2 2674.913684.9 2.7 
SxC3 2674.913694.8 2.7 
SxC4 2678.213888.2 2.7 
SxC5 2671.613691.5 2.7 

The optimiZation of spot beam c:overage given In sedion 3.2 and uplnk center frequencies in 
Soband for each spot beam wiH be finalized in coordination with ISRO/ANTRIX. 

Note: Reference Article 3.e of the Agreement the apecitlc transmiSsion parameters for sharing 
the SxC tranponciers bandwidth for INSAT utiHzation will be worked out between DEVAS and 
ANTRJX. 

3.2 COVERAGE 

The coverage requirements shall be met for a. the antenna beam pointlng and aateOite 
position errors. 

-
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3.2.1 Satellite Receive Coverage 

The receive coverage shall be through five spot beams BSC1 to BSC5 as given in Figure 
3.2.1 The spot beam edge of coverage corresponds to the 36 dB gain contour shown in Fig 
3.2.1. 

TABLE 3.2 

SxC Transponder Receive S-Band Spot Beam Coordinates 

Spot Beam 
Designation 

Approximate Beam Center Coordinates 

Longitude Latitude 
Deg E Deg N 

BSC1 78 3t 
BSC2 92 25 
BSC3 73 21 
BSC4 83 21 
BSC5 78 13 

NOTE: The optimization of spot beam coverage given in sections 2.2 and 3.2 and down link 
center frequencies in S-band for each spot beam will be finalized in coordination with 
ISRO/Antrix. 
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3.2.1 Satellite Receive Coverage 

The receive coverage ahaII be through five spot beams BSC1 to BSC5 as given in Figura 
3.2.1 The spot beam edge of coverage corresponds to the 3e dB gUt contour shown in Fig 
3.2.1 . 

TABLE 3.2 

sxe Tranaponder Racelve S-Band Spot Beam Coordinates 

SpotBelm 
DesIgnation 

BSC1 
BSC2 
BSC3 
BSC4 
BSC5 

Approxllllllta Beam Center CoordInateI 

Longitude Latitude 
DegE DegN 

78 3t 
92 25 
73 21 
83 21 
78 13 

NOTE: The optimization of spot beam coverage given in sections 2.2 and 3.2 and down link 
center t'equencles in $-band for each spot beam will be finalized in coordination with 
ISRO/Antrix. 
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Figure 3.2.1 

S-BAND MBA ANTENNA PREDICTED PERFORMANCES 
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Longitude in Degrees 

S-band GR : 6 to 7 dBIK 

3.2.2 Transmit Coverage 

For all the transponder (SxC1 to SxC5), the satellite transmit coverage shall be all India beam 
(main land indla). 

3.2.3 Beam Spatial Isolation 

The edge of coverage to edge of coverage spatial isolation between the beams BSC1 and 
BSC5 and between beams BSC2 and BSC3 shall be a minimum of 18 dB. 
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S-band GIT: 6 to 7 dB/K 

3.2.2 Transmit Coverage 

For an the transponder (8xC1 to 8xC5). the satellite transmit coverage shan be an India beam 
(main land IndIa). 

3.2.3 Beam Spatial Isolation 

The edge of coverage to edge of coverage spatial isolation between the beams B8C1 and 
B8C5 and between bearna BSC2 and B8C3 "'an be a minimum of 18 dB. 
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3.3 POLARIZATION 

The receive E field vector of the uplink signals in S-band shall be In Right Hand Circular 
Polarization (RHCP). 

The sense of circular polarization is as per the ITU Radio Regulation (1990), Article 1, RR 
148. 

The polarization axial ratio over each of the spot beams BSC 1 to BSC 5 shall be less than 
2.5 dB. 

The feeder downlink signals at C-band shall operate In the linear polarization as defined 
below: 

The transmit E field vector shall be horizontal, defined as being parallel to the spacecraft's 
nominal roll axis. 

The polarization alignment performance of the antennas for any and all points within the 
polarization ellipse shall not deviate from the direction parallel (horizontal) or orthogonal 
(vertical) to the Earth's equatorial plane, as applicable, by more than 0.6 degree in the 
presence of all pointing errors and maneuvers. 

The polarization isolation of the feeder links shall be a minimum of 26 dB over Indian main 
land. 

3.4 GAIN 

3.4.1 Saturation Flux Density and Channel Gain Settings 

When any and all channels are set to the maximum gain and the spacecraft is illuminated with 
a flux density of —108 +/- 2 dBW/m2 at the center frequency of that channel, by a single 
carrier of appropriate polarization in the direction of minimum antenna gain anywhere in the 
primary coverage area, the output power amplifier in that channel shall be driven to 
saturation. 

Provision shat be made to permit setting of channel gain for each channel by ground 
command, by inserting a variable attenuator into the transmission path. 

For each of the channels SxC1 to SxC5 the variable attenuator may be In two units having 
variations between 0 and 22 dB, with the first unit having a single step of 9.6 dB and the 
second unit having five steps, each of 2.5 dB. For any setting of the attenuator the tolerance 
shall be within +/- 1 dB of its nominal value. 

3.4.2 Small Signal Ga n Stability 

The change in small signal gain at the center frequency of each transmission channel due to 
all causes, excluding antenna pointing stability, shall not exceed 2 dB peak to peak over any 
operating day, and over the lease period. 

3.5 RECEIVE SYSTEM GAIN-TO-NOISE TEMPERATURE (G/T) RATIO 

The receiver GiT of any channel, measured at any frequency within the receive band and 
anywhere within edger of coverage area shall not be lower than + 6 dBIK for channels SxC1 
to SxC5 under all channel loading and gain setting conditions. 

The above value of the G/T ratio is referred to the interface between receive antenna arid the 
pre-amplifiers. The noise temperature involved in this ratio is the total system noise 
temperature, which includes the noise received by the antenna when property oriented in orbit 
which shall be taken as 300 deg. K. the noise of the pre-amplifier, and the noise of all 
preceding and succeeding elements in the transmission channel. 
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3.3 POLARIZATION 

The receive E field vectDr of the uplink signals In 5-band shaH be In Right Hand Clreular 
Polarization (RHCP). 

The sense of circular polarization is as per the ITU Radio Regulation (1990), ArtIcle 1, RR 
148. 

The polarization axial ratio over each of the spot beams BSC 1 to BSC 5 shall be less than 
2.SdB. 

The feeder downlink signals at c-band shall operate In the linear polarization as defined 
below: 

The transmit E field vector shall be horizontal, defined as being parallel to the spacecraft's 
nominal roll axis. 

The polarization alignment performance of the antennas for any and all points within the 
polarization .,npee shan not deviate from the direction paraIeI (horizontal) or orthogonal 
(vertiCal) to the Earth'. equatorial plane, as applicable, by more than 0.6 degree In the 
presence of an pointing errors and maneuvers. 

The polarization Isolation of the feeder links snail be a minimum of 26 dB over Indian main 
land. 

3.04 GAIN 

3.4.1 saturation Flux Density and Channel Gain SettIngs 

When any and aN channels are set to the maximum gain and the spacecraft is iluminated with 
a ftux density of -108 +1- 2 dBW/m2 at the center frequency of that chaMel, by a slngle 
carrier of appropriate polarization in the diredlon of minimum antenna gain anywhere in the 
prm.-y' coverage area, the output power amplifier in that channel Shall be driven to 
saturation. 

Provision shal be made to permit setting of channel gain for each channel by ground 
ccmmand, by inserting a variable attenuator into the transmission path. 

For each of the channels SxC1 to SxCS the variabl. attenuator may be In two units having 
variations between 0 and 22 dB, with the first unit having a single step of 9.5 dB and the 
second unit having five stepa, each of 2.6 dB. For any setting rA the attenuator the trJIerance 
shal be within +1- 1 dB of Its nominal value, 

3.4.2 Small Signal Galn Stability 

The change In small signal gain at the center frequency of each transmiSSion channel due to 
all cause., excluding antenna pointing stabHIty, shall not exceed 2 dB peak to peak OYer any 
operating day, and over the lease period. 

3.S RECEIVE SYSTEM GAIN-TO-NOISE TEMPERATURE (GIT) RATIO 

The receiver GfT of any channel, measured at any frequency wIhin the receive band and 
anywhere within edger of coverage area shall not be lower than + S dBIK for channels SxC 1 
to SxC5 under all channel loading and gain setting conditions. 

The above value of the GIT ratio Is referred to the interface between receive antenna ancIlhe 
pre-amplifiers. The noise temperature Involved in this ratio is the total system noiae 
temperature, which includes the noise received by the antenna when propefly oriented In orbit 
Which shall be taken as 300 deg. K. the noise of the pre-amplifier, and the noise of all 
preceding and succeeding elements In the transmission channel. 
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3.6 TRANSMIT EIRP 

The following EIRP levels per channel over the respective coverage areas under single 
carrier saturation' shall be achieved over the orbital maneuver life. 

EIRP for channels SxCI to SxC5: 36 dBW (min.) over Bangalore, Chennal, Delhi, 
and Mumbai. 

Saturation level In the case of SSPA Is defined as the rated output power at 2 dB gain 
compression point. 

3.7 GAIN FLATNESS 

3.7.1 In-Band Frequency Response 

The EIRP of any of the transmission channels at any specific point within the antenna 
coverage beam shall not vary by more than .1.5 dB peak to peak over the usable bandwidth 
when illuminated with a signal at saturation flux density level and shall not vary by more than 
2 dB peak to peak when illuminated by a signal at a flux density 10 dB below saturation level. 

3.7.2 Gain Flatness Stabdity 

The change in the gain flatness is defined as the residual change in frequency response after 
subtracting the gain change at the center frequency of the transmission channel. The 
residual change shall not exceed 0.5 dB peak to peak over the usable bandwidth of the 
channels. This specification applies over the leased period, as well as over any operating day 
including eclipse operations, measured at any fixed point within the coverage area. 

3.7.3 Gain Slope Total 

The maximum gain slope within the usable bandwidth of any transmission channel shall not 
exceed 0.5 df3/100KHz over the usable bandwidth when the corresponding channel is 
illuminated at the saturation flux density. The total gain slope is the performance of the 
complete channel including the receive and transmit antennas. 

3.8 AM-PM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

The AM-PM transfer coefficient measured with two carriers having an amplitude difference of 
up to 20 dB, with the larger carrier amplitude modulated to a depth of 1 dB shall meet the 
requirements given in Table- 3.8.1 under the following conditions: 

a. With any frequency separation between carriers within the channel bandwidth to a 
minimum of 0.3 MHz. 

b. At any frequency within the transmission channel 
c. With any modulating frequency up to 1 MFfz, but not more than one third of the 

frequency separation between the two carriers. 

Table 3.8.1 

AM-PM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Total Flux Density of two carriers below the 
single carrier saturation flux density 

AM-PM Transfer Coefficient (Deg./dB) 

0 dB 75 
3 dB 8.5 
6 dB 8.5 
9 dB 7.5 
12 dB 5.0 
14 dB 3.0 
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3.6 TRANSMIT EIRP 

The following EIRP levels per ch ... neI over the raapectiVe coverage areas under single 
carrier saturation" shall be achieved over the orbital maneuver Ufe. 

EIRP for channels SxC1 to SxC5: 36 dBW (min.) over Bangalore, Chennal, Deihl, 
and Mumbai. 

Saturation level In the case of SSPA Is defined as the rated output power at 2 dB gain 
compma/on point. 

3.7 GAIN FLATNESS 

3.7.1 In-Band Frequency Response 

The EIRP fA any of the transmission channels at any specH'lc point within the amenNi 
coverage beam shaN not vary by more than .1.5 dB peak to peak over the usable bandwidth 
when Iluminated with a signal at aaturatiOn ftux density level and ahaN not IIIry by more than 
2 dB peak to peak when illuminated by a signal at a ftux density 10 dB below saturation level. 

3.7.2 Gain Flatness Stability 

The change In the gain ftatneSl il defined as the residual ct1ange in freqUBnCY response after 
subtracting the galn change at the center frequency of the transmission channel. The 
residual change shaD not exceed 0.5 dB peak to peak over the usable bandwidth of the 
channels. ThIs speclftcatlon appfies over the leased period, as wei as over any operating day 
Including eclipse operations, measured at any ftxed point within the coverage area. 

3.7.3 Gain Slope Total 

The maximum gain slope within the usable bandwidth of any transmission channel shaN not 
exceed 0.5 dB/100KHz over the usable bandwidth when the corresponding Channel IS 

INuminated at the saturation ftux density. The total gain slope Is the performance of the 
complete channef InClucfltlg the receive and transmit antennas. 

3.8 AM-PM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

The AM-PM transfer coefl'lcient measured with two carriers having an anpltude dll'ference of 
up to 20 dB, with the larger carrier ampllude modulated to a depth of 1 dB shall meet the 
requirements given in Table- 3.8.1 under the following conditions: 

a. With any frequency separation between earners within the channel bandwidth to a 
minimum of 0.3 MHz. 

b. At any frequency within the transmission channel. 
c. With any modulating frequency up to 1 MHz, but not more than one third of the 

frequency .. paration between the two carriers. 

Table 3.8.1 

AM-PM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Total Flux Density of two carriers below the AM-PM Transfer Coefficient (Oeg.ldB) 
sin;1e carrier satul8t1on ftux density 

OdB 7,5 
3dB 8.5 
6dB 8.5 
9dB 7.5 
12 dB 5.0 
1-4d8 3.0 
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The AM-PM transfer coefficient in the condition of a single carrier saturation shall not exceed 
10 deg /dB. 

3.9 LINEARITY 

3.9.1 Linearity of the Receive Section 

The ratio of carrier to each third order intermodulation product in the receiver section shall be 
at least 50 dB, when the spacecraft is Illuminated with two equal amplitude carriers within the 
usable bandwidth of the channels, each at saturation flux density level. The gain of the 
channels shall be set at the lowest value while testing this parameter. 

3.9.2 Linearity of the Complete Transmission Channel 

When any channel of the spacecraft is illuminated by two equal amplitude RF carriers, the 
level of the intermodulation product shall be as given In Table 3.9.2. The performance shall be 
met with any separation of the carriers with a minimum of 100 KHz, but within the usable 
bandwidth of the channels. 

Table 3.9 .2 

THIRD ORDER INTERMODULATION LEVELS 

Flux density of each of two carriers, below the 
single carrier saturation flux density 

Third Order lnterrnodulation Level (dBc) 

3 dB 
6 dB 
10dB 
17dB 

-13 dB 
-16 dB 
-20 dB 
- 30dB 

3.10 OVER-DRIVE CAPABILITY 

All the channels shall be designed to withstand for a maximum period of two hours, without 
subsequent degradation of performance over specified life time, single or multi carrier 
illumination flux densities up to 10 dB in excess of those required for transmission channel 
saturation at the lowest gain setting. Affected channel performance specifications need not be 
met during condition of over-drive. 

3.11 GROUP DELAY 

The following group delay specifications shall be met over the usable bandwidth of the 
channels when the spacecraft is illuminated with flux densities equal to or less than that 
required to produce saturation. With the adjacent channels tumed ON, the group delay 
specifications shall be met over the middle 60% of the usable bandwidth of each channel. All 
the group delay values are relative with respect to the value at the center of the channel. 

3.11.1 Input Group Delay 

The Input group delay measured between the input to the transmission channel including the 
receive antenna, and the output of the demultiplexer shall be lower than the values given in 
Table 3.11.1 

Table 3.11.1 

INPUT GROUP DELAY 

Frequency from Band Center (MHz) Relative Group Delay in Nanoseconds 
0 0 

1.35 65 
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The AM-PM transfer coefficient in the condition of a single carrier saturation ahal not ~ 
10 deg IdB. 

3.9 LINEARITY 

3.9.1 Linearity of the Receive Section 

The ratio of carrier to each third order intennodulatlon product in the receiver section shaM be 
at leat 50 dB, when the spacecraft Is Iluminated with two equal amplitUde C8rr1ers within the 
u88ble balldwldth of the channels, each at saturation fkIx density level. The gain of the 
channels shal be set at the lowest value while testing this parameter. 

3 .9.2 Unearity of the Complete Transm/salon Channel 

When any chama! of the epac:eaaft is Iluminated by two equal amplitude RF carriers, the 
level of the intermodulation product ,haD be as given In Table 3.9.2. The performance shall be 
met with any separation of the carriers wih a minimum of 100 KHz, but within the usable 
bandwidth of the chaMas. 

Table 3.9.2 

THIRD ORDE~ INTERMODULATION LEVELS 

Flux density of each of two carriers, below the Third Order Intermodulation Level (d8c) 
simIle carrier saturation flux density 

3dB -13 dB 
6dB -16 dB 
10dB -20dB 
17dB -3OdB 

3.10 OVER-DRIVE CAPABIUTY 

All the channels shall be designed to withstand for a maximum period of two hours, wkhoul 
subsequent degradation of performance over specified life time, single or muHl C8rrier 
ilumination flux densities up to 10 dB in excess of those requir.d for transmission chame! 
saturation at the lowest gain setting. Affected Channel performance specifications need not be 
met during condition of over-drive. 

3.11 GROUP DELAY 

The following group delay specifications shall be met over the usable bandWidth of the 
channels when the spacecraft is iluminated with tux denSities equal to or less than that 
required to produce saturation. With the adjaceri channels turned ON, the group delay 
spedficatlons shall be met over the midde 60% of the usable bandwidth of each channel. All 
the group delay values are relative with respect to the value at the center of the channel. 

3.11.1 Input Group Delay 

The Input group delay measured between the input to the transmission channel including the 
receive antenna, and the output of the demultiplexer shall be lower than the values given in 
Table 3.11.1 

Table 3.11.1 

INPUT GROUP DELAY 

Frequency from Band Center (MHZ) Relative Group Delay in Nanoseconds 
0 0 

1.35 65 

.-
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3.11 .2 Total Group Delay 

The total channel group delay including contribution from the transmit and receive antennas 
shall be lower than the values given in Table 3.12.2 for Channels SxC1 to SxC5. 

Table 3.11.2 

INPUT GROUP DELAY 

Frequency from Band Center (MHz) Relative Group Delay in Nanoseconds 

0 
1.35 

0 
65 

3.11.3 Total Group Delay Ripple 

The total group delay ripple over each transmission channel including receive and transmit 
antennas shall not exceed 3 nsec peak to peak over the usable bandwidth, under all gain 
settings, 

3.11.4 Group Delay Stability 

Long and short term variation in group delay normal operations including eclipse shah not 
exceed +/- 5 nsec over the usable bandwidth. 

3.12 FREQUENCY CONVERSION 

The SxC1 to SxC.6 channels shall receive the signals In the 2.6 GHz frequency band and 
translate them to the 4 GHz band by a net frequency translation of 1100 MHz. 

There shall be no frequency inversions during these frequency translations. The net 
translation error Including initial tolerance shah not exceed +/- 25 KHz over the design life of 
the spacecraft. The net translation error over one month, over the deity temperature variation 
excluding the eclipse effect, shall not exceed +1- 2.5 KHz. 

The single sideband phase noise level induced on a tamer at he following separations from 
the carrier shall not exceed the values given below: 

100 Hz: 
1 KHz: 
100 KHz: 

- 62 dBc 
- BO dBc 

- 90 dBc 

The composite frequency modulation caused by the sum of all discrete and continuous 
spectral components shall not exceed a value of 40 Hz rrns when integrated over the 
bandwidth of 100 Hz to 10 KHz. 

3.13 NARROW-BAND OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE 

3.13.1 Narrow-Band Receive Out-of-Band Response. 

This parameter is measured between the input to the transmission channel including the 
receive antenna and the outpul of the Demultiplexer filter, and shall not exceed the values 
given in Table 3.13.1. 

Table 3.13.1 

TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY FROM THE BAND 
CATER 

MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND 
RESPONSE 

SxC1 to SxC5 +/- 2.6 MHz 
+/- 3.5 MHz & Beyond 

- 30 dB 
-45 dB 
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3. t12 Total Group Delay 

The total channel group delay including contribution from the transmit and receiVe antenna. 
shall be lower than the valUes given in Table 3.122 for Channels SXC1 to SXC6. 

Table 3.11 .2 

INPUT GROUP DELAY 

Frequency from Band Center (MHz) Relative Group Delay in Nanoseconds 

0 0 
1.36 66 

3.11.3 Total Group Delay Ripple 

The total group delay ripple over each transmission channel including receive and transmit 
antennes aha. not exceed 3 naec peak to peak over the usable bandwidth, under aN gain 
seUings. 

3.11.4 Group Delay Stability 

Long and short term variation in group delay normal operations including eclipse shaD not 
exc:eed +/- 5 nsec over the usable bandwidth. 

3.12 FREQUENCY CONVERSION 

The SxC1 to SxC6 channels shall receive the Signals In the 2.6 GHz frequency band and 
translate them to the 4 GHz band by a net frequency translation of 1100 MHz. 

There shall be no frequency inversions duing these frequency translations. The net 
translation error InCluding Initial tolerance shal not exceed +/- 26 KHz over the design life of 
the spacecraft. The net tranSlatIon error over one month, over the dally temperature variation 
eXCluding the eclipse eftect, shall not exceed +1- 2.6 KHz. 

The single sideband phase noise level induced on a carrier at he foAowing separations from 
the carrier shall not exceed the values given befow: 

100 Hz: 
1 KHz: 
100 KHz: 

-62 dBc 
- 80 dBc 

-90dBc 

The composite frequency modulation caused by the sum of an discrete and continuous 
spectral components shall not exceed a value of 40 Hz rms when Integrated over the 
bandwidth of 100 Hz to 10KHz. 

3.13 NARROW-BAND OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE 

3.13.1 Narrow-Band Receive Out-of-Band Response. 

This parameter is measured between the input to the transmission channel including the 
receive antenna and the outpul of the Demultiplexer niter, and shall not exceed the values 
given in Table 3.13.1. 

Table 3.13.1 

TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY FROM THE BAND MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND 
CATER RESPONSE 

SxC1toSxC5 +/- 2.6MHz -30dB 
+/- 3.5 MHz & Beyond -415 dB 
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3. t3.2 Narrow-Band Transmit Out-of-Band Response 

This parameter is measured between the input to the driver/power amplifier and the output of 
the transmit channel, including the transmit antenna, and shaii not exceed the values given in 
Table 3. t3.2. 

Tabie 3. t3.2 

NARROW-BAND TRANSMIT OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE 

TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY FROM THE BAND 
CATER 

MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND 
RESPONSE 

SxCt TO SxC5 3688.2+/-t2 MHz 
3688.2+/- t4 MHz 

- 25 dB 
- 30 dB 

3. t3.3 Wide Band Receive Out-of —Band Response 

Band pass pre-select filters shall be provided prior to the switch at the input to the S-Band 
receivers and shall have responses as given in Table 313.3, beyond the range of usable 
bandwidth. 

Table 3. t 3.3 

WIDE BAND RECEIVE OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE 

Rx. FREQUENCY BAND MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND RESPONSE 

2700 MHz 
27 t0 MHz 
3680 MHz 
5850 MHz 
2550 MHz 

- tO dB 
- 30 dB 
- 80dB 
-80 dB 
- t30 dB 

3.t4 SPURIOUS OUTPUTS (TBD) 

The spurious outputs include all unwanted products, both passive as well as those resulting 
from frequency conversion stages, image frequencies and leakages. The total power 
resulting from the sum of all spurious signals measured at the input to the transmit antenna 
shall not exceed — 55 dBW in any t.0 MHz band and —50 dBW in any 4 KHz band, over the 
usable frequency bands of 2.5-21 GHz and 3.68-3.70 GHz. 

The total power sum of all harmonics of the communication signals resulting from the 
operation of any of the transmission channels at the input to the transmit antenna shall be 
less than -40 dBc. 

The intennoduiation product from a single carrier with any harmonic of the receiver 
conversion frequency shall be at least 60 dB below the single carrier, which is saturating the 
channel. The above shall be met with the variable attenuator being set at the maximum value 
in the channel in which the test carrier is present as well as the channels in which the 
spurious products are being observed. The channel in which the spurious product appears 
shall not be loaded. 

3. t5 REDUNDANCY AND SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

The ►edundancy for the DEVAS payload equipment shaii be as shown in Table 3. t5. 
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3. t 3.2 Narrow-Band Transmit Out-of-BMCI Response 

This parameter is menured between the input to the driverlpower ampilller and the output of 
the transmit manne!, including the transmit antenna, and shail not exceed the vaiues given in 
Tabie 3. t3.2. 

Tabie 3. t3.2 

NARROW-BAND TRANSMIT OUT -OF-BAND RESPONSE 

TRANSPONDER FREQUENCY FROM THE BAND MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND 
CATER RESPONSE 

SxCt TOSxC5 3688.2+/-t2 MHz -25dB 
3688.2+/- t4 MHz -30dB 

3. t3.3 WIde Band Receive Out-of -Band Response 

Band pass pre-select filtera shaii be provided prior to the switch at the input to the S-Band 
receillers and shan have responses as given In Table 3. t3.3, beyond the range ofusabie 
bandwidth. 

Table 3. t3.3 

WIDE BAND RECEIVE OUT -OF-BAND RESPONSE 

Rx. FREQUENCY BAND MAXIMUM OUT OF BAND RESPONSE 

2700 MHz - to dB 
27 to MI-R -30 dB 
3680 MH~ -80dB 
5850 MHz -SOdB 
2550 MHz - t30 dB 

3. t4 SPURIOUS OUTPUTS (TBD) 

The spuriOUs ou1puts include all unwanted products, both paaaive as weil as those resulting 
from frequency corlvenNon stages, Image frequencies and leakages. The total power 
resulting from the sum of ali spurious Signals measured at the input to the transmit antenna 
shail not exceed - 55 dBW In any t.O MHz band and -50 dBW in any 4 KHz band, over the 
usable frequency bands of 2.5-2.7 GHz and 3.68-3.70 GHz. 

The totai power sum of ail harmonics of the communication signals resulting from the 
operation of any of the transmission channels at the Input to the transmit antenna Shail be 
less than -40 dec. 

The intermodulation product from a single carrier with any harmonic of the recetver 
conversion frequency shall be at least 60 dB beiow the single camer, which Is saturamg the 
channel. The above shall be met with the variable attenuator being set at the maximum value 
in the channei In which the test can1er is present as weli as the channels In which the 
spurious products are being observed. The Channel in which the spurious product appears 
shaD not be loaded. 

3. t5 REDUNDANCY AND SWITCHING CHARACTERISTiCS 

The redundancy for the DEVAS paytoad equipment shail be as shown in Tabie 3. t5. 
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TABLE 3.15 

REDUNDANCY FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD EQUIPMENT 

S-band Receivers per beam 
TWTAsiSSPAs in C-band 

2 for 1 
2 for 1 

Switching off the active unit and switching on the redundant unit shall be performed by ground 
command. The maximum duration of traffic interruption for the unaffected transponders shall 
not exceed 1.5 seconds. A telemetry signal shall confirm thet the switching-off and switching-
on commands have been executed. 

3.16 CESSATION OF EMISSIONS 

It shall be possible to turn each Individual Transponder ON or OFF by ground command. 

3.17 PERFORMANCE SHORTAGE 

The SxC payload together with the spacecraft bus shall provide uninterrupted performance 
over the duration of the lease as per the specifications given in the preceding sections. 

In the event of performance of the payload being below the specified levels, DEVAS will 
examine the impact of the same on DEVAS services and w I determine the usability or 
otherwise of the payload for DEVAS services. Amongst several critical parameters of the SxC 
transponders, the receive VT values, gain and the bandwidth per SxC transponder at the 
specified frequencies over specified coverage areas are of special significance for DEVAS 
services and any shortage in performance of these parameters, in particular, will severely 
effect the DEVAS services. 

3.18 INTERRUPTIONS 

There shall be no prolonged and/or recurring degradation in any of the SxC transponder 
performance leading to interruptions to DEVAS services. In the event of any interruption to 
DEVAS services lasting longer than one minute and any recurring interruptions of even 
smaller durations and attributable to PS-1, ANTRIX shall provide within fifteen days, detailed 
analysis of the reasons for the occurrences of such interruptions together with the remedial 
action taken to prevent such interruptions. 

4.0 Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 

SLAs, which include procedures and protocols for any deviations, waivers with respect to the 
specifications and escalation procedures, will be evolved and mutually agreed upon by 
ANTRIX and DEVAS. 
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TABLE 3.1e 

REDUNDANCY FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS PAYlOAD EQUIPMENT 

8-band Receivers per beam 
lWTAslSSPAs in C-band 

2 for 1 
2 for 1 

Switching off the active t.r'Iit and switching on the redundant u nit shall be performed by ground 
command. The maximum duration of traffic interruption for the unatr8cted transponders shall 
not exceed 1.5 seconds. A telemetry signal shall conftnn thet the swltchin~ and switching-
on commands have been executed. 

3.16 CESSATION OF EMISSIONS 

It shall be possible to tum each individual Tranapcnder ON or OFF by ground command. 

3.17 PERFORMANCE SHORTAGE 

The SxC payload together with the spacecraft bus thall provide uninterrupted performance 
over the duration of the lease as per the speclfteatlcns given in the preceding sections. 

In the event of performance of the payload being below the specified levels, DEVAS will 
examine the impact of the aarne on OEVAS aerviees and will determine ttle usability or 
otherwise of the payload for OEVAS seMcea. Amongst several ctItIcal parameters of ttle SxC 
transponders, the receive GfT value$, gain and the bandwidth per SxC transponder at the 
specHIed frequendes over specified coverage areas are of speciel significance for DEVAS 
setVices and any shortage in performance of these parameters, In partic:ular, will severely 
effect the OEVAS services. 

3.18 INTERRUPTIONS 

There shall be no prolonged andfor reaming degradation in any of the SxC transponder 
performance leading to IrQrrupUons to OEVAS services. In the event of any interruption to 
OEVAS services luting longer than one minute and any recurring interruptions of even 
smaller durations and attributable to P8-1, ANTRIX shall provide within fifteen days, detailed 
analysis of the reasons for the occurrences of such interruptions together with the remedial 
action taken to prevent such interruptions. 

4.0 8erYIce Leval AufMn1ent8 (SLAs) 

SLAs, which Include procedures and protocols for any deviations, waivers with respect to the 
specifications and escalation procedures, Wi. be evolved and mutually agreed upon by 
ANTRIX and OEVAS. 

--
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EXHIBIT B 

1.0 Overview 
This exhibil describes any and all payments to be made by DEVAS to ANTRIX as per the Terms and 
conditions described In this Agreement 

1.1 Payment Currency 
ALL PAYMENTS WILL BE MADE IN INDIAN RUPEES (INR). AMOUNTS LISTED IN US DOLLARS 
(USS) WILL BE PAID IN THE EQUIVALENT INR AT THE PREVAILING EXCHANGE RATE 
EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE OF THE SIGNING OF THIS AGREEMENT NAMELY girjoix 
ROPP.M. 

1.2 Payment Types and Schedules 
Payments consist of 3 types, Upfront Reservation Fees, Lease Fees, and Critical Component 
Acquisition Fees. 

1.2.1 Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees 
These are amounts paid in advance of satellite service Delivery. The schedule for these payments is 
in accordance with the type of the satellite and is described in detail later in this document 

1.2.2 Lease Fees 

These are amounts paid for the Leased Capacity. These amounts are paid quarterly, in advance, for 
the Lease Period. 

1.2.3 Critical Component Acquisition Fees 
These are amounts paid to acquire Critical Components. 

1.3 Paymen I Terms 
All Payments will be made within 30 (thirty) days from the date of receipt of invoice. If DEVAS is late 
In paying, an interest of 10% per annum WI be added. DEVAS will have 12 (twelve) months to make 
lease fee payments in full (including interesl), beyond which DEVAS will be considered to be in 
material breach of this Agreement. Any delays In payment of Upfront Capacity Reservalion Fees 
shall constitute material breach of this Agreement_ 

2.0 Primary Satellite 1 (PS1) 

2.1 Payments 
Payments for lease service from PS1 consisl of Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees and Lease Fees. 

2.1.1 Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees 
The Upfront Capacity Reservation Fees for PS1 will be USS 20 Million (twenty Million) lo be paid in 3 
(three) equal installments according to the following schedule: 

▪ The first installment will be due after ANTRIX has provided written notification to DEVAS of 
having received all necessary approvals (as described below) for the capacity lease service 
from PS1 and DEVAS has provided written acceptance of the same lo ANTRIK DEVAS Is 
required lo make the firs! installment within 12 (twelve) months of receipt of notification from 
ANTRIX indicating that it has received all requisite governmental and other regulatory 
approvals for its part of responsibilities under this Agreement and written acceptance of the 
same from DEVAS to ANTRIX. It is explicitly understood that ANTRIX will nol begin building 
PS1 until 100% of the first instailmeni has been paid by DEVAS. 

• The second installment will be due after ANTRIX has provided written notification to DEVAS 
and DEVAS has provided written acceptance lo ANTRIX of the completion of the Critical 
Design Review (CDR) for PS1 by ISRO. 

• The third installmenl will be due after ANTRIX has provided written notification to DEVAS of 
completion of Pre Shipmenl Review of PS1 and DEVAS has provided written acceptance to 
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EXHIBITB 

1.0 Ovlrvtew 
This exhibil describes any and al payments to be made by OEVAS to ANTRIX as per the lenni and 
conditions deacribed In this Agreement. 

1.1 Paymenl Currancy 
AlL PAYMENTS WILL BE MACE IN INDIAN RUPEES (INR). AMOUNTS LISTED IN US DOlLARS 
(USS) WILL BE PAID IN THE EQUIVALENT INR AT THE PREVAIUNG EXCHANGE RATE 
EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE OF THE SIGNING OF THIS AGREEMENT; NAMELY I'~ 
~. 

1.2 Payment Ty .... and Schedules 
Payments consisl of 3 types, Upfront Reservation Fees, lease Fees, and Critical Component 
Acquisition Fees. 

1.2.1 ~ c.paclty ReHN.tJon Feu 
These are amounts paid in advance of sate.1ta service Delivery. The schedule for these payments is 
in accordance with the type of the satelhe and is CleaCri)ed in deteR later in this documenl. 

1.2.2 tAu. ~ 
These are amounts paid for the Leased capacity. These amounts are paid quarterly, in advance, for 
Ihe lease Parted. 

1.2.3 CrlIkaI Component Acquisition Fees 
These are amounts paid to acquire Critical Components. 

1.3 Paymenl Tenn. 
All Payments win be made within 30 (thirty) days from the date of receipt of Involoe. If DEVAS is late 
In paytng, an interesl of 10% per amum wi. be added. DEVAS wi. have 12 (twelve) months to make 
lease fee payments in full (Including interesl), beyond which DEVAS will be considered to be in 
material breach of this Agreemenl . Any delays In payment of Upfront Capacity Reservalion Fees 
shall constItUte material breach of this Agreement 

2.0 Prtmary Satellite 1 (ps1) 

2.1 Payments 
Payments for lease service from PS1 consisl of Upfront capacity Reservation Fees and Lease Fees. 

2.1.1 UpIront Capacity ReservldJon FeN 
The Upfronl Capacity Reservation Fees for PS1 wiD be USS 20 Milion (twenty Mllion) 10 be paid in 3 
(three) equal instanments according to the following schedule: 

• The first installmenl will be due after ANTRIX hal provided written notification to DEVAS of 
havtng received all necessaty approvals (as described below) for the capacity lease service 
from PS1 and DEVAS has provided written acceptance of the same 10 ANTRIX. DEVAS Is 
required 10 make the firsllnstaUment within 12 (twelve) mentha of recelpl of notification from 
ANTRIX indicating that it has received all requisite governmental and other regulatory 
approvals for lis part of responslbnltlel under Ihls Agreemenl and written acceptance of Ihe 
same from DEVAS to ANTRIX. H Is explicitly understood that ANTRlX will nol begin building 
PS1 tsltI100% of the ftrst installmenl has been paid by DEVAS. 

• The second installmenl win be due after ANlRIX has provided written notification to DEVAS 
and DEVAS has provided written acceptance 10 ANTRIX of the completion of the Critical 
Design Review (CDR) for PS1 by ISRO. 

• The third Installmeni wnl be due after ANTRIX has provided written notification 10 DEVAS of 
completion of Pre Shlpmenl Review of PS1 and DEVAS has provided written accepIance to 
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ANTRIX of same at the conclusion of PSR. DEVAS shall not unduly delay its written 
acceptance of the notifications provided by Antrix of the completion of above milestones and 
is expected to provide its response within a week after receipt of any such notifications. 

2.1.2.A Lease Fees Variation Provision 

All the lease payments, which are specified in this contract are subject to adjustment for price 
variation as per the following formula, depending on the year for which the lease payment is 
applicable. 

In-1 
P„ P,, [3.5 + 0.5 {-

6 

P„ = Annual Lease Fees with any applicable lease incentive as defined in articles 
2.1.2 and 2.1.2.1. 

I„ = Wholesale Price Index for the immediate past year to the 
fiscal year In which the lease starts. 

in-1 Wholesale Price index for (n-1)" fiscal year, counting from the fiscal year 
in which the least starts. 

Pn Annual Lease price applicable for n't" fiscal year, counting from 
the fiscal year In which the lease starts. 

The Wholesale Price index refers to the General index of Wholesale Prices (Base 1993-94 = 100) 
published by Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy Pvt. Ltd., and whose value for the year 2003-04 is 
175.9. 

21.2.8 Lease Fees 
Lease Fees for PS1 will be US$ 9 (nine) Million per annum, payable quarterly In advance, for the 
duration of the Lease Period. Payments will start on the Commencement Date with the first payment 
being pro-rated based on the number of days in the quarter from the Commencement Date. 

2.1.2.1 Lease incentive 
Lease Fees for PS1 will Increase to US$ 11.25 per annum, payable quarterly In advance, for the 
duration of the Lease Period starting with the quarter following the quarter in which DEVAS becomes 
Cash-Flow Positive and till the end of the Lease Period. 

2.1.2.2 Delayed Delivery Penalty 
If the Delivery of lease service from PS1 Is delayed beyond the schedule described in Section 2.2, a 
penalty of US$416,666 will apply to ANTRIX for every month (or part thereof) of delay. The penalty 
will be capped at $5M (five) which equates to a delay of 12 (twelve) months. If the delay exceeds 12 
(twelve)months, ANTRIX will be considered to be in material breach of this agreement. 

The penalty applicable under this clause will be deducted in equal parts from the first 3 (three) years 
of the annual Lease Fees. 

2,1.2.3 Early Delivery incentive 
if the Delivery of lease service from PS1 is earlier than the schedule described in Section 2.2, DEVAS 
will pay an incentive of US$416,666 for each month (or part thereof) of early Delivery. The incentive 
will be capped at $5 (five)M which equates to 12 (twelve) months of early Delivery. 

The incentive applicable under this dause will be paid in equal parts as an addition to the first 3 
(three) years of the annual Lease Fees. 
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ANTRIX of aame at the conclusion Of PSR. DEVAS Shall not unduly delay its written 
acceptance of the notifications provided by AntrIx of the completion of above milestOnes and 
is expected to provide Its response within a week after receipt of any such notifications. 

2. 1.2.A ~easa Feu Vlrittlon Pnwl.1on 

Aft the lease payments, Which are specified In this contract are subject to adjualment for price 
variation as per the following formula, depending on the year for which the lease payment Is 
applicable. 

= 

• 

= 

• 

AMuallease Fees with any applicable lease incentive as defined in articles 
2.1.2 and 2.1 .2.1. 

Wholesale Price Index for the immedate past year to the 
fiscal year In which the lease starts. 

Wholesale PrIce Index for (n-1)" fiscal '18_, counting from the fiscal year 
in which ttle least starts. 

Annual Lease price applicable for n'" fiscal year, counting from 
the fiscal year In which the lease starts. 

The Wholesale Price Index refers to the General Index of Wholesale Prices (Base 1993-94 = 100) 
published by Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy Pvt. Ltd. , and whose value for the year 2003-04 is 
17S.9. 

2. 1.2.8 l.as.e Fees 
Lease Fees ror PS1 will be US$ 9 (nine) Milion per annum, payable quas1erly In advance, for the 
duration of the Lease Per1od. Payments wiU start on the Commencement Date with the mt payment 
being pro-rated based on the number of days in the quarter from the Commencement Date. 

2.1.2. 1 Lase incentive 
Lease Fees for PS1 will Increase to US$ 11 .25 per annum, payable quarterly In advance, for the 
duration of the Lease Period starting with the quarter foIlowilg the quarter in which DEVAS becomes 
Cash-Flow Positive and till the end of the Lease Period. 

2. 1.2.2 Delayed DeIIvefy Penalty 

If ttle Deivery of lease service from PS1 Is delayed beyond the SChedule described in Section 2.2, a 
penalty of US$416,666 will apply to ANTRIX for every month (or part thereof) of delay. The penalty 
will be capped at SSM (five) which equates to a delay of 12 (twelve) months. If the delay exceeds 12 
(twelve)months, ANTRIX will be considered to be in material breach of this agreement 

The penalty applicable under this clause wli be deducted In equal parts from the first 3 (three) years 
of ttle annual Lease Fees. 

2,1.2.3 &fly Delivery Incentive 
If the Delivery of lease service from PS1 Is earlier than the schedule desaibed In Section 2.2, DEVAS 
will pay an incentive of USS416,666 for each month (or part thereof) of early Delivery. The incentive 
will be capped at $S (five)M which equates to 12 (twelve) months of earty DeHvery. 

The inoentive appHcable under this clause wiD be paid In equal parts as an addition to the irat 3 
(three) years of the annualleaae Fees. 
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2.2 Schedule 
ANTRIX is required to deliver the lease service from PS t within 30 (thirty) months from the payment 
date of First Installment. An additional 8 (six) month grace period Is provided before the application of 
penalties described in Section 2.t 2.2. . For further details regarding the Schedule, please refer to 
Article 3.b of the Agreement. 

3.0 Critical Components 
DEVAS has the option to order Critical Components that will be used In the manufacture of either a 
Replacement Satellite or a satellite used for additional lease capacity (PS2). 

3. t Replacement Satellite in case of either launch or total satellite failure of PS t 
As per provisions of Article 3.d, ANTRIX Is responsible for providing services from a Replacement 
Satellite which will be designed, manufactured and launched at its costs in case of either launch or 
total satellite failure of PS I 

3.1.1. Standard Schedule (24 (twenty four) months) 
ANTRIX will be required to Deliver lease service from a Replacement Satellite within a maximum of 
24 (twenty four) months from the Satellite Failure of PSC DEVAS shall make no payments over and 
above those already made for the corresponding satellite. Once Delivered, the Lease Fees, Lease 
Incentives and related terms will be identical to those of the original satellite. 

Any delays beyond the 24 (twenty four) month time limit will result in ANTRIX being in material breach 
of the Agreement after a grace period of 3 (three) months. 

3.1.1.1 Accelerated Schedule 1 (18 (eighteen) months) 
ANTRIX will be required to Deliver lease service from a Replacement Satellite within a maximum of 
t8 (eighteen) months with an additional grace period of 3 (three) months from the Satellite Failure of 
PS t if DEVAS has already paid a Critical Component Acquisition Fee of US$ 5 (five) Million within 
twelve months from the date of payment of first installment of Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee. 
DEVAS must notify ANTRIX in writing regarding its intent to accelerate the deployment schedule of 
the Replacement Satellite to t8 (eighteen) months within a maximum of t2 (twelve) months from the 
First Installment Date for the original PS1. The additional US$ 5 (five) Million required for this 
accelerated schedule is considered an advance on the Lease Fees end must be paid In full at the time 
of notification by DEVAS. Once Delivered, the Lease Fees for the first full year of operation will be 
US$ 4 (four) Million. From the start of the second year through the Lease Period, the Lease Fees will 
be US$ 8 (nine) Million. until DEVAS becomes Cash Flow Positive. Thereafter Lease Incentive will 
apply as per Section 2. t.2. t. In case DEVAS has already become cash flow positive as on the date of 
commencement of service from a replacement satellite, the lease fees for the first full year of 
operation will be US $6.25m. From the start of 2rd year through the lease period, lease Incentive will 
apply as per section 2. t.2, t. 

If the Delivery of the Replacement Satellite is delayed by up to 6 (six) months beyond the grace period 
of 3 (three) months, a penalty of US$ 4 t6,666 will apply for each month) of delay. If the delay is 
greater than 6 (six) months beyond the grace period of 3 (three) months, ANTRIX will be considered 
to be in material breach of this Agreement. The penalty applicable under this clause will be deducted 
in equal parts from the first three years annual Lease Fees. 
However, immediately following the launch failure or total satellite failure, if ANTRIX has sufficient 
reasons to believe that implementation of accelerated schedule is not feasible, both parties will 
discuss in good faith to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution. 

3.1.1.2 Accelerated Schedule 2 (12 months) 
ANTRIX will be required to Deliver service from a Replacement Satellite within a maximum of t2 
(twelve) months with an additional grace period of 3 (three) months from the Satellite Failure of PS t 
if DEVAS has already paid a Critical Component Acquisition Fee of US$ tO Million within twelve 
months from the date of payment of the first installment of Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee. DEVAS 
must notify ANTRIX in writing regarding its intent to accelerate the deployment schedule of the 
Replacement Satellite to t2 (twelve) months within a maximum of t2 (twelve) months from the First 
Installment Date for the original PS t. The additional US$ t0 (ten) Million required for this accelerated 
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2.2 Schedule 
ANTRIX il required to deliver the lease aeNice from PS t within 30 (thirty) months from the payment 
date of First Installmenl Nt acldltlona18 (six) month grace period Is provided before the application of 
penalties desaibed In Section 2. t.2 .2. . For further details regarding the Sdledule, please referto 
Article 3.b of the Agreement. 

3.0 CrItical Components 
OEVAS has the option to Older Critical Components that will be used In the manufaQure of either a 
Replacement SalaDite or a satellite used for additional lease capacity (PS2). 

3. t Replacement Satellite in case of either launch or total satellte failure of PS t 
As per provisionl of Article 3.d, ANTRIX II responsible for providing lervices from a Replacement 
satelite which win be designed, IM..uacbnd and launched at ita costs in case of eHher laund1 or 
total saleUite fa~ure of PS t. 

3.1.1. StantWd Schedule (24 (twenty tourJ trrOtJtM) 

ANTRIX Will be required to Deliver lease service from a Replacement Satefli1e within a maximum of 
24 (twenty four) months from the Satellite Failure of PSt. DEVAS shaH make no payments CHef and 
above those already made for the corresponding 88lellite. Once Delivered, the Lease Fees, Lease 
Incentives and related terms will be identical to those of the ortginal saleaite. 

Any delays beyond the U (twenty four) month time limit will result In ANTRIX being in material breach 
of the Agreement after a grace period of 3 (three) monthl. 

~.1.1.1 Accelfll7lted SclMdule 1 (1' (e/tJIrteen) months) 
ANTRIX wiD be required to Deliver lease service from a Replacement Satellite within a maximum of 
t8 (eighteen) months with an additional grace pertod of 3 (three) months from the Satellite Failure of 
PS t if DEVAS has already paid a Critical Component Acquisition Fee of USS 5 (five) MNlion within 
twelve months from the date of payment of first instalment of Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee. 
DEVAS must notify ANTRIX In Wliing regarding Ita intent to accelerate the deployment schedule of 
the Replacement Satellite to t8 (eighteen) months within a maximum of t2 (twelve) months from the 
First Installment Date for the original PS1. The additional US$ 5 (five) Millon required for this 
accelerated schedule Is considered an advance on the Lease Fees and must be paid In full at the time 
of notification by OEVAS. Once DelIvered, the Lease Feel for 1t1e first full year of operation wiD be 
US$" (four) Millon. From the start of the second year through the Lease Period, tte Leale Fees wi. 
be US$ 9 (nine) MiIfIOtl. until DEVAS becomes Cash Row Positive. Thereafter Lease Incentive wil 
apply as per Section 2. t.2. t . In case DEVAS has already become cash flow positive as on the date of 
commencemert of service from a replacement salelUte, the lease fees for the first ruD year of 
operation will be US $6.2Sm. From the start of 2nd year through the lease period, lease Incentive wil 
apply ae per section 2. t.2, t. 

If the Delivery of the Replacement Satellite is delayed by up to 8 (alx) monthl beyond the grace period 
of 3 (three) months, a penalty of US$ '" t6,686 wiU appJy for each month) of delay. If the delay is 
greater than 8 (six) months beyond the grace period of 3 (three) months, ANTRIX will be con.iderwd 
to be In material breach of thiS Agreement. The penalty applk:a* under this clause wiD be deducted 
in equal parts from the first three yeal1 annual Lease Fees. 
However, immediately following the launch failure or total aatelite failure, if ANTRIX has sufficient 
reasons to beUeve that implementation of acx:elerated SChedule is not feasible, both paftles will 
disaJas in good faith to arrive at a mutuaOy acceptable solution. 

3.1.1.2 Accelenlted Schedule Z (12 months) 
ANTRIX will be required to DeliVer seNtee from a Replacernef'lt Salelit8 within a maximum of t2 
(tweJve) months with ., additional grace period of 3 (three) months from the Satellite Failure of PS t 
if DEVAS has already paid a Critical Component Acquisition Fee of US$ to MiUion within twelve 
months from the date of payment of the first Instanment of Uptont Capacity Reservation Fee. OEVAS 
must notify ANTRIX in writing regarding ita intent to accelerate the deployment 8Chedule of the 
Replacement Satellte to t2 (twelve) months within a maximum of t2 (twelve) months from the First 
Instalment Date for the original PS t. The addlUonal US$ to (ten) M~Non required for this accelerated 
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schedule is considered an advance on the Lease Fees and must be paid in full at the time of 
notification by DEVAS. Once Delivered, the Lease Fees will be waived for the first full year of 
operation. The Lease Fees for the second year will be US$ 8 (eight) MIWon. From the start of the 
third year through the Lease Period, the Lease Fees will be US$ 9 (nine) Million until DEVAS 
becomes Cash Flow Positive. Thereafter Lease Incentive will apply as per Section 21.2.1. 
In case DEVAS has already become cash flow positive as on the date of commencement of service 
from a replacement satellite, the lease fee for the first full year of operation will be US$ 1.25m. From 
the start of the 2nd year through the lease period, the lease Incentive will apply as per section 2.1.2.1. 

If the Delivery of the service from Replacement Satellite Is delayed beyond the grace period of 3 
(three) months by up to 12 (twelve) months, a penalty of US$ 416,666 will apply for each month of 
delay. If the delay beyond grace period of 3 (three) months Is greater than 12 (twelve) months, 
ANTRIX will be considered to be in material breach of this Agreement. The penalty applicable under 
this clause will be deducted In equal parts from the first three years annual Lease Fees. 
However, immediately following the launch failure or total satellite failure, if ANTRIX has sufficient 
reasons to bekeve that implementation of accelerated schedule is not feasible, both parties will 
discuss In good faith to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution. 

3.1.2 Satellite Failure of the Replacement Satellite 

Since the Replacement Satellite Is being launched because of the Launch or total Satellite Failure of 
PS1, in case of Launch or total Satelite Failure of the Replacement Satellite, ANTRIX will be in 
material breach of this Agreement. 

3,2 Critical Components Used in PS2 

In case of a successful Delivery of PS1, DEVAS has the option to use Critical Components in PS2 
This assumes that DEVAS has already placed an order for Critical Components by paying the Critical 
Component Acquisition Fee within twelve months of the date of payment of first Installment of Upfront 
Capacity Reservation Fee for PS1. If DEVAS has not already placed an order for Critical 
Components, it can order a new PS2 under the terms and conditions described in Section 4 below. 

3.2.1 Payments £ Schedule 
If DEVAS has paid a Critical Component Acquisition Fee of US$ 5 (five) MiOion when the order was 
placed for Critical Components, it will have to pay an additional US$ 15 (fifteen) Million when placing 
the order for PS2. ThIs additional US$ 15 (fifteen) Million will be paid in one single installment. The 
total amount of US$ 20 (twenty) Million will be the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee and will be over 
and above annual Lease Fees for PS2. ANTRIX is required to Deliver service from PS2 within 18 
(eighteen) months with an additional grace period of 3 (three) months of making the US$ 15 Million 
payment. If the Delivery of PS2 Is delayed up to 6 (six) months beyond the grace period of 3 (three) 
months a penalty of US$ 416,666 will apply per month to ANTRIX. ff the delay Is greater than 6 (six) 
months beyond the grace period of 3 (three) months, ANTRIX will be considered to be in material 
breach of this Agreement. The penalty applicable under this clause will be deducted in equal parts 
from the first 3 (three) year's annual Lease Fees. 

If DEVAS has paid a Critical Component Acquisition Fee of US$ 10 (ten) Milion when the order was 
placed for Critical Components, it will have to pay an additional US$ 10 (ten) Million when placing the 
order for PS2. This additional US$ 10 (ten) Million will be paid in one single installment. The total 
amount of US$ 20 (twenty) Million will be the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee and will be over and 
above annual Lease Fees for PS2. ANTRIX is required to Deliver PS2 within 12 (twelve) months (with 
a further grace period of 3 (three) months) of making the US$ 10 (ten) Million payment. If the Delivery 
of PS2 is delayed by up to 15 (fifteen) months, a penalty of US$ 416,666 will apply for each month (or 
part thereof) of delay. If the delay is greater than 15 (fifteen) months, ANTRIX will be considered to be 
In material breach of this Agreement. The penalty applicable under this clause will be deducted In 
equal parts from the first three years annual Lease Fees. 

If DEVAS has become Cash Flow Positive, a Lease Fees of US$ 11.25 Million per annum will apply. 
Otherwise Lease Fee of US$ 9 (nine) Million per annum will apply until DEVAS becomes Cash Flow 
Positive. 
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scf1edule Is conliclered an adl/ance on the Leale Fees and must be paid in ful at the time Of 
notification by DEVAS. Once Delivered. the Lease Fees will be waived for the first full year of 
operation. The Lease Fees for the second year will be US$ 8 (eight) Millon. From the ltart of the 
thfrd year through the Lease Period. the Lease Fees wi. be US$ 9 (nine) MiHion until DEVAS 
becomes Cash Flow POSItIve. Thereafter Leale Incentive will apply as per Section 2.1.2.1. 
In ease DEVAS has already become cesh ftow positive as on the date of commencement of aervic:e 
from a replacement aateIIIte. the lease fee for the first full year of operation wi. be US$ 1.25m. From 
the start of the ~ year through the lease period, the lease Incentive wiD apply as per section 2.1 .2.1. 

If the Deivery of the service from Replacement SaI8IIIta Is delayed beyond the grace period of 3 
(three) months by up to 12 (tWelve) months. a penally Of US$ 416.666 will apply for each month of 
delay. If the delay beyond grace period of 3 (ttvee) months Is greater than 12 (twelve) months. 
ANTRIX will be considered to be In material breach of this Agreement. The penalty appllalble under 
this clause wi. be deducted In equal pats from the first three years aMual Lease Fees. 
However. immediately foHowing the launch faUure or total sataHite failure. If ANTRIX has sufficient 
reason. to beieve that impIementaion of accelerated schedule is not feasible. both parties wil 
discuss In good faith to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution. 

3.1.2 SateIIJte Failure of the Replacement s.teIIlte 
Since the Replacement Satellite Is being launched because of the Launch or total Sate/lie Failure of 
PSi. in case of Launch or total Satelita FaBure of the Replacement SalelHte. ANTRIX will be in 
material breach of this Agreement. 

3.2 CrlIlcIII ContpOlHlnta Used in PS2 
In case of a succeuful DeliVery of PSi. DEVAS has the option to use Critical Components in PS2. 
Thil assumes that DEVAS hal already placed an order for Critical Components by paying the entice! 
Component AcquisitIOn Fee within twelve months Of the date of payment of ftrst Instalment of Upfront 
Capacity Reservation Fee for PSi. If DEVAS has not already placed an order for Critical 
Components. it cen order a new PS2 under the terms and conditions described in Section 4 below. 

3.2.1 Payrnenb " Schedule 
If DEVAS has paid a Critical Component Acquisition Fee of US$ 5 (fI\I8) Millon When the order was 
placed for CrlUcal Components. it wi. have to pay an additional US$ 15 (fifteen) MIRon when placing 
the order for PS2. ThIs adcltional US$ 15 (fifteen) Million will be paid In one "'gle instalment. The 
total amount of US$ 20 (twenty) Malian WIll be the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee and wi. be over 
and above annual LeSH Fees for PS2. ANTRIX is required to Deliver service from PS2 within 18 
(eighteen) months wfth an additional grace period of 3 (three) months of making the US$ 15 Minion 
payment If the Delivery of PS2 Is delayed up to 6 (six) mot'1the beyond the grace period of 3 (three) 
month. a penalty of US$ 416.866 will apply per month to ANTRIX. If the delay Is greater than 6 (11x) 
months beyond the grace period of 3 (three) montha. ANTRIX wm be considered to be in material 
breach of this Agreement. The penalty appllcabfe under thle clause will be deducted in equal parts 
from the first 3 (three) year's aMual Lease Fees. 

If DEVAS hal paid a Critical Component AcquIsftion Fee of US$ 10 (ten) Milion when the order was 
placed for Critical Components. it wil have to pay an additional US$ 10 (ten) Milian when plamg the 
order for PS2. This additional US$ 10 (ten) Million win be paid in one single installment. The total 
amount of US$ 20 (twenty) MRIIon will be the Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee and wi. be over and 
above annual Lease Fees for PS2. ANTRIX is required to Deliller PS2 within 12 (twelve) months (with 
a further grace period of 3 (three) months) of makng the US$ 10 (ten) Milian payment. If the Delivery 
of PS2 is delayed by up to 15 (fifteen) months. a penalty of US$ 416.666 will apply for each month (or 
part thereof) of delay. If the delay is greater than 15 (fifteen) months. ANTRIX will be considered to be 
In material breach of this Agreement. The penalty appOcabie under this clause wi. be deducted In 
equal parts from the first three years anrual Lease Fees. 

If DEVAS has become Cash Flow Positive. a Lease Feet of US$ 11.25 Million per aMum wiD apply. 
Otherwise Lease Fee of US$ 9 (nine) Million per aMum will apply until DEVAS becomes Cash Flow 
Positive. 
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3.2.2 Satellite Failure of PS2 
In case of Total Satellite Failure of PS2, provision of Article 3.d will apply 

3.3 Critical Component Storage 
Once Critical Components have been procured on behalf of DEVAS, ANTRIX agrees to store those 
components for a maximum of 5 (five) years. After the end of the 5-year period ANTRIX shall have the 
right to use those components for its own purposes. 

4.0 Primary Satellite 2 (PS2) 
DEVAS has the option to order service from an additional satellite to provide incremental Lease 
Capacity. This satellite can be ordered at any time during the term of this Lease Period. 

4.1 Payments 
If DEVAS places an order for PS2 within 3 (three) years of the First Installment Date, all payment 
terms for PS2 will be identical to that for PS1 except for the specific provisions relating to replacement 
satellite services for PS2 In this agreement. For the sake of clarity, it is agreed here that lease 
incentive terms as per pare 2.1.2.1 above, will be applicable In case of PS2 or arty additional capacity 
as wel, any time after lease Incentive payable for PS1. If the order is placed after 3 (three) years of 
the First Installment Date, both parties will negotiate new terms for PS2. 

4.2 Schedule 
If DEVAS places art order for PS2 al the same time that it places an order for PS1, ANTRIX will 
Deliver PS2 within 6 (six) months of the Delivery of PS1, assuming PS1 was successful. 

If PS1 and PS2 were ordered at the same time and there Is Satellite FaHure of PS1, PS2 will become 
the new PS1. The Upfront Capacity Reservation Fee of US$ 20 (twenty) Million paid for PS2 will be 
considered an advance on the Lease Fees for PS1 and applied as follows: the Lease Fees will be 
waived for the first 2 (two) years. The Lease Fee for the third year will be US$ 7(seven) Millon. The 
Lease Fees for the fourth year through the Lease Period will be US$ 9 (nine) Million with applicable 
Lease Incentives upon DEVAS becoming Cash Flow Positive. The new PS1 will be Delivered within 9 
(nine) months of the original Delivery date of PS1. 

Services from the replacement satellite will be provided in case DEVAS had exercised its option for 
meeting the insurance to cover such risks. 

if DEVAS places art order for PS2 at any time after the order for PS1, the schedule for PS2 will be 30 
(thirty) months from the payment of the First Installment for PS2. No grace period is applicable for 
PS2. If there Is a Satellite Failure of PS2, the terms and conditions described in Section 3.d will apply. 
Services from the replacement satellite will be provided in case DEVAS had exercised its option for 
meeting the costs of insurance to cover such risks. 

S.0 Sank Guarantee/Irrevocable Letter of Credit 
From the commencement and throughout the entire Lease Period, ANTRIX requires DEVAS to 
provide and maintain a renewable bank guarantee for one (1) year of the annual lease payments 
which shall be renewed for every year. ANTRIX shall be eligible to invoke the Bank 
Guaranteennevocable Letter of Credit should DEVAS be In default more than 9 (nine) months as 
prescribed in Agreement. 
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EXHIBIT C 
TO 

AGREEMENT NO. ANTX/203/DEVAS/2005 

PRIMARY SATELLITE IN-ORBIT TEST REQUIREMENTS 

1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

2. IN-ORBIT TEST TO BE PERFORMED 
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EXHIBIT C 

1,0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

The purpose of the In-orbit Tests is to verify that the on ground measured spacecraft performance 
and characteristics have remained unaltered as a result of launch and deep space environment. 
Therefore the pre-launch performance data of the spacecraft shall be utilized as a baseline 
reference to which all the In-orbit measured data is compared and based on this comparison the 
in-orbit health status of the spacecraft is determined. 

All the pre-launch data on the spacecraft units, sub-systems and systems related to the payload 
shall be delivered to DEVAS when these data become available on a regular and routine basis for 
a timely review and evaluation by DEVAS. To the extent possible, all the bus and 
communications payload performance and characteristics of the spacecraft shall be determined 
by in-orbit tests. For those performances and characteristics which cannot be measured and / or 
tested in-orbit, the pre-launch data shall be used as a performance acceptance data. 
All the in-orbit tests shall be carried out by ANTRIX using their own test facilities. DEVAS shall 
have the right to review the test procedures and methodology, the test facility capabilities and 
active participation in planning and carrying out the in-orbit tests in coordination with ANTRIX. 
Prior to the in-orbit test, ANTRIX will deliver to DEVAS the pre-launch data and the in-orbit test 
plan and schedule for coordination with DEVAS. 

After the in-orbit test. ANTRIX will deliver to DEVAS the in-orbit test report All documentation 
shall be in English and will be delivered to DEVAS in Two (2) copies. 

2.0 IN-ORBIT TEST PERFORMED BY ANTRIX 

2.1 SCOPE 

Section 2.0 specifies the in-orbit test and related ANTRIX pre-launch test activities to be 
performed by using ANTRIX facilities, under the sole responsibility of ANTRIX, to demonstrate 
that the satellite capacity to be leased to DEVAS meets and will continue to meet all of Its 
performance requirements for the duration of the lease specified in the contract. 

2.2 SPACECRAFT BUS IN-ORBIT TEST 

ANTRIX shall perform an In-orbit test of the spacecraft bus consistent with the testing philosophy 
agreed between ANTRIX and DEVAS for testing communications satellites. This test shall 
demonstrate the proper operation of all functions of the spacecraft bus related to pay load, and 
shall verify that the actual spacecraft power, temperature, attitude control, etc. is consistent with 
the design and predicted values. 

2.3 SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD IN-ORBIT TEST 

ANTRIX shall perform an in-orbit Test of the payload on-board the Pnmary/ spacecraft consistent 
with the testing philosophy and methodology agreed between ANTRIX and DEVAS for testing 
communications payload on-board satellites. This test shall demonstrate that the payload in-orbit 
performance is consistent with the performance and characteristics requirements specified in 
Exhibit A (for all primary and redundant paths). 
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a timely review and evaluation by OEVAS. To the extent possible, all the bus and 
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shall be in English and will be delivered to OEVAS in Two (2) copies. 

2.0 IN-ORBrr TEST PERFORMED BY ANTRIX 

2.1 SCOPE 

Section 2.0 specifies the in-orbit test and related ANTRIX pre-launch test activities to be 
perfonned by using ANTRIX facilities, under the sole responsibility of ANTRIX, to demonstrate 
that the satellite capacity to be leased to OEVAS meets and wHI continue to meet aM of tts 
performance requirements for the duration of the lease specified In the contract. 

2.2 SPACECRAFT BUS IN-ORBIT TEST 

ANTRIX shall perfOrm an In-orbit test of the spacecraft bus consistent with the testing philosophy 
agreed between ANTRIX and OEVAS for testing communications satenites. This test shall 
demonstrate the proper operation of all functions of the spaoeeraft bus related to pay load, and 
shall verify that the actual spacecraft power, temperature, attitude control, etc. is consistent with 
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2.3 SPACECRAFT COMilUNICAnONS PAYLOAD IN-ORBIT TEST 
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EXHtBiT 

OPERATIONAL INTERFACES AND ASSISTANCE TO DEVAS 

1.0 Approvals and Reviews 

t. t ANTRIX shall provide appropriate Technical assistance to DEVAS for obtaining operating license 
and approvals from various ministries so az to deliver DEVAS services and use ground/Terrestrial 
Equipments required to offer the Service. However the cost of obtaining & maintaining such approvals 
& authorizations to be borne by DEVAS. 

1.2 ANTRIX shall maintain reasonable technological visibility and involve DEVAS or its nominated 
personnel in design reviews to ensure compatibility between the spacecraft and the ground system. 
DEVAS shall maintain reasonable technological visibility and involve ANTRIX or its nominated 
personnel In design reviews to ensure compatibility between the spacecraft and the ground system. 
ANTRIX shall maintain regular reports on progress, major milestones, delays, critic:alides, and counter 
actions. ANTRIX shall provide DEVAS an opportunity to review these reports to the extent necessary 
for ensuring compatibility between the spacecraft and the ground system. DEVAS shall maintain 
regular reports on progress, major milestones, delays, critic:Miles, and counter actions. DEVAS shall 
provide ANTRIX an opportunity to review these reports to the extent necessary for ensuring 
compatibility between the spacecraft and the ground system. However DEVAS shall provide 7 days 
prior notice to ANTRIX for review of the reports and ANTRIX shall provide DEVAS 7 days prior notice 
for review of the reports. DEVAS and ANTRIX can mutually agree to the frequency and timing of such 
reviews. 

t.3 The Parties agree that a team from DEVAS, as identir..ci by the Parties, shall be permitted to enter 
ANTRIX locations, as decided by the Parties, for regular project monitoring and coordination till 
Launch of the Spacecraft. Such access will only be to office areas and not to secure facilities. Further, 
DEVAS will permit ANTRIX to approve each DEVAS individual with access, such approval not to be 
unreasonably withheld. ANTRIX will provide project office space initially for 3-5 DEVAS employees 
and/or contractors. The operation cost of the usage of such office utilities as provided by Antrix 
(Telecommunication, fax, Printer Cartridges, Xerox Charges) and the living cost( 
Boarding/Travel/Lodging) for the deputed personnel from DEVAS to be borne by DEVAS. 

1.4 Unless specifically stated otherwise the information, data and assistance provided to DEVAS 
pursuant to this Exhibit D shall be at no additional cost to DEVAS. 

2.0 Facilities 

• English speaking operations staff for DEVAS satellite on a 24 hour basis. 

• Name of the designated English speaking person (s) available for discussion related to 
transmission performance and orbit parameters. 

3.0 Procedures 

• Prior coordination with DEVAS of any DEVAS satellite operations activities which are 
expected to affect 

o The payload performance, configuration, Or antenna pointing 

o The satellite orbit (station keeping maneuvers) 

• Delivery to DEVAS of the satellite station keeping maneuver schedule prior to performing the 
maneuver. 

• Immediate notification to DEVAS of any satellite anomalies with pottnlial affect the DEVAS 
traffic. 
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4.0 Periodical Report on Satellite Health 

Post launch of the satellite in orbit, ANTRIX shall provide DEVAS monthly performance reports of the 
performance of the satellites for the first six months and then quarterly thereafter. 

5.0 Payload Reconfigurations Requested by DEVAS 

To accommodate possible changes in traffic requirements DEVAS may, as needed during the lease 
period, request ANTRIX to perform some payload configuration changes such as gain step changes. 

DEVAS will generally need that a reconfiguration be scheduled for a precise time. ANTRIX will notify 
DEVAS the lead time it requires to perform such changes after receiving a request from DEVAS. 

6.0 Switching to a Redundant Repeater 

The primary and secondary satellites will have back-up transponders and will be brought into operation 
in case the main transponders do not meet the SLAs. 

In the event of malfunction in the payload system. ANTRIX shall get the required redundancy units in 
service within half an hour of the payload malfunction. 
Should for any reason change from an active unit to a redundant unit be necessary, the switching 
change shall be, if possible, coordinated between DEVAS and ANTRIX ahead of the switch over. In 
case of emergency such as interruption of bathe due to a failure, ANTRIX may switch to a redundant 
transponder as soon as the failure is detected and will Inform DEVAS. 

7.0 Loss of Earth Lock 
in the event of loss of earth lock, ANTRIX shall recover the satellite within six hours. 
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